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The Science Advisory Board's Integrated Environmental Management 
Subcc.rnmittee has completea its review of the Office ot Policy, Planni:1g 
and Evaluation's Integrated Environmental Management Program (IEMP) and 
is pleased to submit its tinal report to you. 

The SubcCfmlittee's review focused largely on the geographic studies 
initiated bY the program and the development of a health scori:1g methcdology 
for non-carcinogens. The Subcc.rnmittee concludes that the conceptual 
approaches employed in the geographic studies represent an important 
ccrnponent of E~A's overall effort to develop and/or apply rnathodologies 
to establish environmental priorities. In particular, they provide a 
valuable means for developing closer working relationships with state and 
local governments and the general public in evalu · . .;·.ing area-or site
specific risks and in devising effective strategi,-< to ccmnunicate risks. 
These efforts constitute some of the most importa:·.: achievements of the 
program to date. 

The program's lack ot clearly stated scientific assumptions and 
objectives, and its need for a more consistent approach to peer review, 
constitute its most serious technical deficiencies. The at.sence of 
consistently docurnanted assumptions and objectives, and the ad hoc approach 
to peer review, has created difficulties in assess'.ng whether the program 
as a whole, or specific studies, have achieved their overall goals. 

The Ifl.lP has developed a methodology to repre~ent the dose-response 
relationship for non-carcinogenic agents. The sub,.,.:xiirnittee has reviewed 
this methodology and, in general, concludes that t :e IEMP should initiate 
a broader Jl;;jency effort to evaluate this methodolo;y in the context of 
developing risk assessment guidelines and procedur0.cs. The evaluation 
of this particular methoaology requires an in-<:lept!1 assessment of its 
repeated application and, until this is undertaken, the IU<lP should not 
use it for decision making purposes. 
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These and other issues reviewed by the Subcanmittee are included in 
the attached report. The Subccrnmittee appreciates the cpportunity to 
review this program and requests that the Agency formally respond to its 
scientific advice. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Wyzga, Chai~~~ 
Integrated Environrrenfal 

Management Subccnmittee 
Science Advisory Board 

\ \ , J :;:> ~ \ ~· S vv\ 
I)'- v 

Norton Nelson, Chairman 
Executive Canrnittee 
Science Advisory Board 
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U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROJ'ECT!ON AGENCY 

NUI'ICE 

This report has been written as a part of the activities of the 
Science Advisory Board, a public advisory group providing extramural_ 
scientific information and advice to the Administrator and other officials 
of the Envirormental Protection Agency. The Board is structured to 
provide a balanced expert assessment of scientific matters related to 
problems facing the Agency. This report has not been reviewed for approval 
by the A;jency and, hence, the contents of this report do not necessarily 
represent the views and policies of the Environmental Protection Agency, 
nor of other agencies in the ExecJtive Branch of the Federal governmant, 
nor does mention of trade names or canmercial products constitute 
endorsement of recCTTI!!l'lndation for use. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Integrated Envi::ormental Management Subcanmittee of the Science 
Advisory llo.'l.rd has completed its review of the Office of Policy, Planning 
and Evaluation's Integrated Envirorrnental Management Proyram ( IEMP). The 
Subcanmittee's review focused largely on the geographic studies undertaken 
by the program and the development of a health scoring methodology for non
carcinogens. lhroughout its review, the Subcanmittee solicited statements 
fran the program's man;o<,Jei:s and staff about its overall objectives and 
the criteria to be used for evaluating whether the program had achieved 
its objectives. The Subcanmittee foll<:Med this effort by assessing the 
technical strengths and weakness of the current program and reca\111'ending 
needed changes. 

The Subccromittee concludes that the conceptual approaches used by the 
Integrated Environmental Management Program represent an important canponent 
of EPA• s overall effot."t to cieve lop and/or apply methodologies to establish 
public health and environmental priorities. Studies conducted under the 
auspices of this pro;ram constitute large technical challenges and provide 
valuable experience to EPA staff, particularly those working in regional 
offices. And, tinally, they provide a valuable means for developing 
closer working relationships with state and local officials and the 
general public in evaluating site-or area-specific risks and in devising 
effective strategies to canmunicate risks. 

There is a clear need to assess environmental issues fran a multi-
media perspective. Conducting only medium-specific analyses can lead to 
ignoring rrore serious issues in another medium or to simply transferring a 
problem fran one rnedbm to another. The IEMP process offers one means of 
addressing these issues, taking into account transport and transfer of toxics 
across media and exposures from several media simul."r1eously. To date, 
however, IEMP has not exploited this capability to •cs potential. In part, 
this may reflect the nature of the areas studied, h tt greater efforts 
by IEMP to use its capability are needed. 

In the course of decision making, EPA and state and local govern
ments identify priority enviro:irnental problems in specific localities or 
regions. The IEMP provides a set of tools that can assist this effort. 
While its applications, to date, can be improved, L1e results of the IEMP 
studies (reflecting both EPA and state and local ex,;,ortise) have suggested 
sane envirormental problems in specific geographic •reas, and have also 
indicated that soma issues previa..isly perceived as very important are of 
lesser concer"n. The analytical tools used in the I'~'1P studies also may 
provide technical support for environmental managem-nt decisions that 
otherwise may be based upon a more subjective treat,-,,o;1t of infoi:mation. 

The latter reflects the need for systematic anc •)bjective approaches 
to envirormental decision making. Methods that try to address all facets 
of an issue comprehensively and to reduce then to a "=n ,netric such as 
risk provide sig,-,ificant support to decision makers r)y helpi'l<J than to 
rrore specifically frarna the problems they are seeki:1r~ to resolve, and by 
aiding than in identifjing the most important risks. 
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At the sane time, the use of ll'1-IP decision tools should never becane 
the sole basis for either identifying or managing environmental proble:ns 
by any level of governmental decision makers. Rather, such tools should 
be used in concert with the practical experience of citizens and decision 
makers. lhe Subcanmittee concl'.ldes that the IEMP is rrost appropriately 
used when it stimulates decision make::s to ask questions and seek data 
concerning the identification of the IOCJst significant public health and 
envirorrnental problans. 

One of the IOCJst important achievements of the 11'1-1P has been its positive 
interaction with the host canmunities in developing the geographic studies. 
The IF.MP has proven t<) be a focal point for presenting scientific concepts 
and infoi:nation to ccrmrunities and relating them to the eventual manageuent 
of local envirorrnental problans. An important benefit of this effort has 
been canmunity education about environmental issues and ways to evaluate 
and caum.micate these isS>1es. 

The progr(llll's need for clearly stated scientific assumptions, doo.unen
tation and objectives constitutes its rrx:>St seria.is technical weakness. 
While not a research or risk assessment program per se, the IE1-IP greatly 
depend~ upon technical data as a basis for priority setting. 'lhus, clear 
statenents regarding scientific assumptions and objectives to.iard which 
data are applied constit·ute a necessary aspect of the program. 'lhe fre
quent absence of these factors has created difficulties for peer reviewers 
and users of IEMI' studies in developing reference points to evaluate 
whether the prCX'Jram as a whole, or its specific studies, have achieved 
their objectives. The frequent lack of indicators or criteria for judg
ing program or project success or failure has made it difficult to system
atically identify and institute corrective steps at ~arlier stages of 
project or pr<XJram development. This latter chai::a,::c eris tic has also re-
resulted from staff turnover. 

The Subcanrnittee experienced nuch difficulty i1 evaluating the IEMP. 
This diffiC'ulty stemmed, in large part, fretn the nee<dS cited in the pre
viCl.IS pai::agraph. Instances of inadequate documentation include: the de 
facto preference for using cancer IOCldels; inconsistent use of exposure 
data and pathways; delineating which assumptions were chosen because of 
scientific cC111pared to administrative/political considerations; and the 
lack of criteria for using quantitative estimates tor purposes of priority 
setting and screening versus risk assessment. 

A second source of difficulty stemmed from the Eact that, as an 
evolving program, the IEMP is a IOCJving target, and , :1til a program defines 
its objectives it is difficult to evaluate its perh::mance. Finally, 
contrary to the Subccrnmittee's initial preconceptio,,s, the IrnI' is not a 
IOCldel or even a method, but IOCJre of a process that ,1ses several highly 
variable methods, with health risk estimates providi:ig the underlying 
metric of the process. This characteristic further errphasizes the program's 
need to adequately docwnent its use of scientific <lc;ta and IOCldels. 

The program suffers from sorre inadequate use of scientific info:r:mation 
and ra:>dels. Two examples include the use of IOCldels for purposes other 
than those for which they were designed, and an over-reliance upon existing 
data bases for exposure assessment when such data were not collected for 
exposure related purposes. No clearly stated criteria for maintaining 
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quality control were adopted for the program as a whole or for the guidance 
of managers of individual projects. Similarly, no consistently designed 
or :implenented process of peer review existed at the program or project 
levels. Tedmical adviscry panels established for specific projects have 
not always consisted of bdivid-Yals who were technically trained in the 
scientific disciplines required for a thorough review. 

The IEMP has developed an approach both for health scoring methodologies 
for carcinogens and non-carcinogens, screening exercises to identify 
potential problems and for 1:ore detailed analyses to evaluate options for 
risk management. EPA has developed guidelines for quantitatively assessing 
cancer risks that have undergone exte;lSive peer review. Evaluating 
non-carcinogens is more difficult because there exists, at present, no 
clear scientific consensus on the appropriate methods to quantitatively 
assess these agents. The I8MP has developed a method to represent the 
dose-response ?:"elationship tor non-carcinogenic agents. The Subcomnittee 
has reviewed the method and, in general, concludes that the IEMP should 
stimulate the A;Jency as a whole to co'1Sider such methods, aJ1K)rtg others, 
in the future develcpment of risk assessment guidelines and procedures. 
The evaluation of a method, however, requires an in-depth assessnent of its 
repeated application and, until this is undertaken, the IEMP should not 
use its method in decision making. Tu date, this method has not been 
applied to any significant degree in existing IEMP projects. 

Maintaining the scientific expertise necessary to successfully 
address the range of issues confronting integrated envirorrnental rnanage!llent 
is beyond the current (or, most likely, the future) capability of the 
IEMP, or any other individual office within EPA. f" nay not be necessary 
that any single office within EPA [XlSSess all of t: .-_' needed scientific 
skills for IEMP projects, as long as effective mea:1' of exchanging technical 
information and staff exist. In the projects eval,, ited in this review, 
the IEMP has not always made effective use of othe:c >cientific talents 
within EPA and the scientific canmunity concerning '.nulti-media analyses. 
At the sane time, scientific talent in ORD, EPA research centers and 
program offices, other Federal agencies and the sci8>tific conmunity 
should participate in the activities of the program. 

Ule practice of scientific assessnent encoun~ecs many uncertainties, 
and this is especially true when canparirKJ the risks of envirorrnental 
pollution across m;;,dia. To reduce the possibility that multi-media 
asses~nts will be misinterpreted, it is essential to state clearly the 
varioos uncertainties that surround the risk estirna~.:.on process in at least 
four areas: identification of the hazard (toxicity), exposure assesSl!lent, 
dose-response assessnent and characterization of th-c risk. The IEMP recognizes 
the importance of this issue but, to date, it has n•X enployed a conceptually 
unifiea framework for addressing cisk and has not cGnsistently presented 
a clear identification of the major uncertainties i:1 its efforts to screen, 
ra:'lk and assess risk. · 
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RECOOMENDA'l'IONS 

1. 'l'he IEMP needs to adopt clea!'."ly articulated, measurable objectives for the 
program as a whole and for individual projects at the tirre of their 
initiation. Development of such objectives will assist staff and manage
ment in ji.rlging the success of the program, or identify areas for 
subsequent rrodification. Vaguely stated objectives can result in 
misdirected efforts and unrealistic expectations. Measurable objectives 
also can help identify the broader role that IEMP may play within EPA. 

2. 'l'he program should rrore clearly dOCl.Jl{ent the scientific assurrptions it 
uses and ccrnrrunicate the limitations and uncertainties associated with the 
results of its various studies. 1his is especially important in aiding 
EPA and state and local management apply IEMP concepts and results to 
define risk management priorities. It is equally important that this 
effort be pursued in helpi:-.g the public better understand the role 
a;id limitations of scientific assessment, an area where the IEMP has 
already achieved sane preliminary successes. 'l'he Subcanmittee recognizes 
that the presentation of scientific uncertainties is also a large 
challenge for other programs within EPA and for the scientific canrrunity. 

3. 'l'he IEMP should identify the range of scientific disciplines needed 
to maintain conpetency for the variety of scientific issues addressed in 
the program. It should compare the current in-hoose expertise with the 
expertise available in other EPA programs, research laboratories and 
centers. 'l'he 11'1-!P should develop a plan to develop eooperative working 
relationships with these groups in the beginning and subsequent phases of 
studies to gain access to scientific talent, dat~, methodologies and 
other resources, therety maximizing its oim cav nilities. 

4. 'l'he Subccmmittee reccmmencts that the IEMP rrore '"''/:Jressively seek 
technical input Eran experts in the environment·.'- and scientific canmunity 
who are knowledgeable about the design and impl<_oentation of integrated 
envirorrnental analyses. The participation of such experts will infuse 
the program with additional scientific skiils anrl will add to its refine
ment and ultimate acceptance ty the scientific c;·>1'1l!Unity. 'Ihe IEMP 
should develop explicit quality control criteria at hath the program 
and project levels for BPA staff and contractors as well as state and 
local officials to ensure consistent adherence t'J acceptable scientific 
standards. It shoold adopt a practice of riqorous peer review for: both 
the design and implementation of its studies. I:1sofar as the program 
addresses scientific issues, it should aggr:essi'1·:ly encoorage the 
technical staff to participate in and present t~·,ir work at scientific 
conferences and to submit scientific papers that address study results 
or methodology developrrent to refereed journals. 

5. 'l'he IEMP should submit its method to assess dose-~esponse relationships 
for non-carcino;ienic agents to EPA' s Risk A.s.sess<'ent Forum. 'l'he Forum 
should evaluate the method, present its analyses for peer review and 

· publish its results. Such an effort should assist EPA and the scientific 
ca1munity in developing a consensus appr:oach for quantitatively 
evaluating non-carcinogenic agents. 
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I I. INTRODUCTION 

At the t"equest oE the Deputy Adroinistt"atoc of the 0, S. Envicon
rrental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Assistant Administrator for Policy, 
Plannirq and Evaluation, the Science Advisory Board (SAS) agceed to 
conduct a scientific review of the Agency's Integrated Environmental 
Management Program (!EMP). This request pacalleled a Decanber 3, 1985 
recannendation by Dr. Ellen Silbergeld, a menber of the SAB Executive 
Caamittee, in a letter to SAB Chaii:man Dr. Nocton Nelson. Dr. Silbergeld 
recannended that the Baaed undertake a special review of this program 
because of its implications for the Agency's research progt"arn and its 
role in EPA's scientific assessment and policy analysis activities. 

The SAS Executive Canmittee discusse..i these iss<.1es and recan
rrendations at its Jan<.1ary 28-29, 1986 rneeting and unaniIT<XJsly voted to 
fo1.111 an Integrated Envi:.-orunental Manager:>ent S'.!bconmittee to carry out the 
review, The Subcamnittee was instructed to evaluate the scientific 
assumptions, rnethodolcx;ies and conclusions developed or Jsed by the IEMP 
program and to make recomrrendations pertaining to their application or 
improvement. In addition, the Executive Canmittee direct~ the Subcanmittee 
to separately review the technical adequacy of a specific pcoject directed 
by the IEMP and EPA Region III for the Kanawha Valley, ><est Virginia. 
The Subcamnittee issued a separate t"eport on EPA's Draft Kanawha Valley 
Toxics Screening Study on May 27, 1987. 

The Subconmittee t"ecruited a number of scientific experts to 
conduct its review. Arrong the scientific areas represented were bio
statistics, decision analysis, civil engineering, chemical engineering, 
epidemiology, exposuce assessment, rocx:!el development and validation, 
pulmonaiy medicine, social science and toxicology. 

A. Charge to 'the SubcOTl!lli t tee 

The specific charge to the !EMP Subccmnittee i 1~ludes the follcwing 
issues: 

o Evaluatirv;i the appropriateness of the overall scientific approach 
used in the Integrated Environmental Manayerrent Proqrarn. Is the approach 
adequate to address the kinds of q'.lestions for whicc1 it had been designed? 

o Assessing the adequacy of nndels <.1sed and the clarity and reason
ableness of the assumptions built into the rrvdels. •;ere apprq;>riate 
scientific conclusions drawn from the application of the rrodels? The 
Subcaami ttee shruld also i::eview the adeq<.1acy of datJ integration, the 
conclusions dcawn from using data and rrodels and th•' integration of data 
and nvdels act"oss IEMP st'.ldies. 

o Reviewing the health scorin,i rrethodology anu the treatment of 
non-cancer health effects. 

o Assessirq the <'!Xpression of the rutputs of tt«a rrethodology and 
the quality of the uncertainty analyses. 

o Canmentirq on the existirv;i and potential uses of the Integrated 
Environmental Managemmt Program within EPA. 

o Conductin,i a specific scientific review of t'1e data, methods and 
conclusions for the Kanawha Valley, West Virginia project. 
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B. Evolution of the Integrated Environmental Management Program 

The develO[Xllent of EPA's Integrated Envii::orroental Management 
Progran represents an l'qency response to a concern by its managers and 
technical staff, as well as other envirorrnental professionals outside the 
EPA, that the traditional approach to environmental protection is incanplete. 
This approach was characterized by the enactment of laws and the development 
of prograirs and regulations that sought to control pollutants as if they 
ranained in the same medi1..ml into which they were initially released. The 
traditional approach insufficiently recognized that t::ollutants cross and 
recross medi1..ml boundaries, undergo chenical changes, and produce adverse 
effects into media other than the one(s) to which they were initially 
discharged. EPA staff have further identified five negative consequences 
resulting frC!ll the traditional fraroei..ork of p:illution control. 'Ihese 
include: 

o The solution to a single-pollutant, single-medium problan 
might simply transfer the problem to another medium (e.g., frcrn water to 
air), perhaps incurring greater risks and costs of contt:'Ol. 

o Problems involving several environmental rredia may not be addressed 
sufficiently by an envirorrnental ~Jency that generally examines each 
medium independently. 

o Policy makers have no systanatic way of setting priorities across 
sources, pollutants, and exposure pathways in different media. Consequently, 
envil:'Orrnental policies and regulations may not be cost-efficient, spending 
too little on some pt:'Oblems and too much on others. 

o One-dimensional studies of pollutants and n::1ividual nedia may 
not consider total or cumulative environmental expo.;ure either within 
a medium or across all media. 

o Laws and re<Julations may use different and c;nmeti.Jnes inconsistent 
objectives, rrethods, and standards. 

Developrrent of EPA's current concept of integr..;ted enviro:imental 
managP.,irent began i:i 1981. 1b institutio:ialize this work, the .Agency creat
ed a new Integrated Enviro:imental Management Division in its Office of 
Policy A.~alysis. 'Ihe Division, and the evolving concept, focused on 
public health risks relating to toxic pollutant ex,x1sures (in contrast 
to conventional pollutants) because of grcwing public concern over p:>ten-
t:ial health effects fran toxics and the fact that, es a class, toxic i;:ollu
ta:its were less contt:'Olled. !'Is defined by the DivL;ion, integrated environ
mental management referred to the evaluation of cont~ol of overall p'1blic 
health risks fran various pollutants, pathways, and Qources frcm a multi-media 
perspective. In the view of its managers, the goal of the program was to 
use existing data (and not to generate new scientif i.c data) to canpare th-= 
costs of a proposed pollution control strategy with the risk reduction 
achieved by it. 'Ihey believe that the IEMP was desi9ned principally as a 
policy analysis tool that could aid senior EPA officials to set pollution 
control priorities based upon relative risk across all rredia. 
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'!hree key assunptions guided Division managers and staff, 1hese 
included: 

o SCine public health risks are worse than others. 

o Sare polli.ltion controls are rrore efficie:1t tha:1 others at 
reducing risks. 

o Pollution control involves trade--offs among risks, econcrnics,_ 
technology and other factors co:1sidered i:1 risk managems:nt. 

The program methodolO<JY is essentially divided into two phases. 
'!he first phase primarily foC'-1ses on assimilation and aggregation of 
available data to reach priority-setting conclusions, and the second phase 
analyzes the relationship between the costs of a proposed control strategy 
and the risk reduction achieved by it. AS a practical matter, roughly 
90% of the IEMP's \\Ork foC'-1ses on the first phase. 

Initially, the IEMP conducted essentially two kinds of studies: 
analyses of specific industries or issues, and area specific or geographic 
studies. 1'he Subccrnmittee notes that, since mid-1984, the €!!1phasis 
within the IEMP has shifted away fran industr'1-wide studies and toward 
issue-or problem-specific studies (sludge, hazardous wastes) that are 
thought to be of interest to policy makers, and specific area studies 
(Baltimore, Denver, Philadelphia and the Santa Clara Valley). Also, 
di.Iring this period, the IEMP has been developing methodologies to consider 
the health effects of conventio:1al pollutants and th,, effects of pollution 
on non-health endpoints such as crops, materials, fi,<'1.ories and aquatic 
life. A rrore detailed statement of the IEMP's evol:J•;',_:Jn and its current 
structure can be found in Appendix A, a letter fran .·::c. Daniel Beardsley, 
Director, Regulatory Integration Division (which inc hies the IEMP), to 
Dr. Ronald E. Wyzga, Chairma:1 of the Subc0ITU11ittee. 

Presently, the major focus of IEMP is on yeograpi1ic studies, two of 
which--Baltimore and the Santa Clara Valley--have advd:-.ced to canpletion of 
a Phase I report. 1'he Philadelphia IEMP study has bee-on released as a final 
t:"eport. A fourth study, D;!nver, is in its initial sU<Je of preparation. 
These geographic studies provided the major input fat:" the Subcanmittee's 
review of IEMP. Because the Santa Clara Valley study is the mcst recent 
IEMP project and, thus, the study rrost likely to benefit frcrn previous 
experience in developing IEMP concepts and analyses, ~~e Subcommittee places 
greater anphasis upon the performance of this study i 1 its revie.-i. Also, the 
Philadelphia study was completed at the time of this :"~view, and no written 
reports were available for the Baltimore and Denver sc-1dies. An additio:1al 
study of the Kanahwa Valley is nearing ccrnpletion. Although the latter Sti.ldy 
makes partial use of the experience and approach ot the IEMP, it is not 
an IEMP study. Appendix B contains the Subc0ITU11ittee':-; separate ::eview of 
this latter study. 

The Subcanmittee also notes that various IEMP staff participated in 
other projects withi:1 EPA during 1981-1987. 'Ihese include: developing 
EPA conceptual papers a:1d pd.rners on risk assessment and risk management; 
serving as a principal source of ideas for former Administrator Ruckelshaus' 
speeches; preparation of new tt:"aining courses on risk assessment and risk 
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rranageu>:int for EPA employees, Congressional representatives, members of 
the scientific cCl!llllUnity and the media; and assistirQ in the preparation 
of an EPA study addressing the magnitude of the air toxics problem. None 
of these activities were reviewed by the Subccrnmittee. 

C. Si.J.bconmittee Review Procedures 

In conducting this review, the Subccrnmittee met five times. In 1986, 
it met on April 24-25 in Washington, o. C.; July 1-2 in Philadelphia, Pa.; 
September 18-19 and December 4-5 in Washington, D. C.; and in Philadelphia, 
Pa. on March 16-17, 1987, .i\l;Jendas for each of the meetings are included 
as Appendix c. The first two meetings consisted of introductocy briefings 
conducted by the program staff, i)Jring these initial sessions, Subcctnmittee 
members had the q:iportunity to de•:elq:> an understandit"Q of the origins 
and expectations of the program and its subsequent developrnent, and review 
and ask questions regarding technical documents prepared in support of 
the program or as program outputs. In addition, members of the public 
that requested time made brief statements to the Subccrnmittee of their 
view of the program's direction and needs. Subsequent meetings were 
devoted largely to discussion and review of technical support documents 
relevant to addressing the SubcC>ll!'littee's charge and the development of 
draft sections of a report. The Subcanmittee formed three work groups 
to examine in more detail the Philadelphia, Saltinore and Santa Clara 
Valley area projects and conducted site visits for the latter two projects, 
on November 14 and November 21, 1986, respectively. The entire Subcanmittee 
participated in the review of the Draft Kanawha Valley Toxics ScreenirQ 
Study. 

The review is organized into two parts. The f icot part examines 
the evolving objectives of the program, and the desi~-1, implenE>ntation 
and results of the geographic studies reviewed. Spec.al attention is 
given to the health scoring methodology used in most !f the projects. 
Part II presents the Subcanmittee's evaluation of the specific geographic 
studies. 

The Subcctnmittee received the cooperation of the Agency staff, 
both at head;ruarters and in its regional offices in p:.1\ladelphia and San 
Francisco, as well as access to program contractors. The Subcamnittee also 
wishes to thank state and local officials in Philad~l;;l-iia, Balti!tore, the 
Santa Clara Valley, and West Virginia for making avaihble both infoi:mation 
and their valuable insights on this program. 
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OBJECTIVES, DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND 

RESULTS OF PROJISCTS IN THE IEMP PROCESS 
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III. THE IEMP OBJECTIVES 

The general goal of IEMP, as presented in Appendix A (page 10), is to 
"develqi a nod.el for local e:wironmental management that 1) is integrated, to 
the extent that it has an analytically defensible basis (quantitative, if 
po:;sible) for establishing pollution risk reduction priorities across rreclia; 
2) takes into account both cost-effectiveness and potential for pollution 
transfer in selecting ;:::ollution control remedies; 3) can be practically used 
by local officials; and 4) contains an.i.mplenentation process which maximizes 
the potential for broad public undecstanding and acCeJ?tance of management 
decisions." The Subc0'1Illittee concludes that this general goal is laudable. 

Limitations in the quantitative data base available to the IEMP 
and the necessity of inter,cating aata of questionable to excellent quality, 
collected for various purposes and analyzed t¥ technical .methods of 
vaiying degrees of sensitivity and specificity, make the develOfXTent of 
quantitative risk analyses extcemely difficult. As derronstrated in the 
geographic J?rojects, this problem of obtaining a quantitatively reliable 
data base across all areas of environmental concern is a problem basic to 
f'lillti-media cisk assessment. In cqiing with this problem in the case of 
the geographic studies (see part two of this ceportl, EPA made certain 
canpranises with the cesult that, in many instances. the studies focused 
on individual. pollutants in only one irli!dium cather than conducting a 
multi-media analysis. Neitnec have all areas of significant envirorrnental 
concern been investigated. These limitations, which may be appropriate given 
the resources and intent of the IEMP, are not always explicitly stated. 

An evol;;tion has occ;;rred i,-, the ge,-,e,,-al goal and specific objectives 
of IEMP as it has ad?ressed differing environmental • --iblans and the 
varied quality of the data base in the aceas studied •n date. For example: 

o In the Philadelphia st;;dy, initial goals, not 'Ill specifically 
deli,-,eated in the technical suppoct docwn=nts for tht> study, included: 
1) developing and/or applying new methodologies includio;i quantitative 
risk assessment, multi-media analysis, a:1d cost-effective,-,ess analysis to 
analyze the effects of envirorrnental pollutants on hun'l:1 health; 2) improv
ing EPA decision ma.king and priority setting through •·.'1e use of these 
methodologies; and 3) enhancing state and local decisw:-i making through 
the use of these methoctologies. Hence, the i'1itial enphasis of the IEMP 
atJpeared to be on the develqiment and application of •:.?cision making 
tools in an integrated multi-media framework. 

o As demonstrated by the Baltimore study, which das directly primarily 
by local officials, the development of a pcocess for '.dining environmental 
priocities, rather than scientific assessment per se, atipearect to play the 
major role in the apparently si;ccessful >:esults of the Phase I study. A 
deliberate decision was made t') limit ge,-,eral public ;iarticipation in 
this phase of the study. The interaction among local agencies and the 
evolutio,-, of state and local cocperation in building ~ plausible agenda 
for solving environmental J?roblerrs appears to represe:<t a major adva,-,tage 
for this study, althCl.lgh not ,-,ecessacily an initial major goal. 
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o 'llle rrobilization of ca:mnunity interaction was an important facet 
of the Phase I Santa Clara Valley study, although the predaninant objective 
appears to be the identification of potential environmental problens. 

o The objectives of the recently prq;>esed Denver IEl-IP study have 
further evolved fran the objectives of previous studies. 'llle first 
objective of this study is to "educate gover.rnents and the public on the 
potential of risk-based decision making". 'llle second is to "encourage 
local enviroranental professionals to gather, share, and analyze infol'.lllation 
before considering strategies to ::-esolve their environmental problens". 
The third listed objective relates to the analysis of selected issues. 
'lllus, there has been a greater errphasis on process and less errphasis on 
the develC\)lllent of analytical data, at least in the initial phases of the 
proposed Denver study. 

Ideally, the ability of the IEMP to develop and achieve reasonable 
objectives is based on its ?rior exparience and is consistent with the 
develaprrent of a successf;;l multi-media assessment methodolagy and an 
environmental management program in a specific area. In other instances, 
secondary goals (whose achievement often yielded beneficial impacts) 
emerged that were not part of the original project design. In addition, 
sane individual projects have achieved sone of their stated goals without 
actually achieving the ultimate progran goal of devel~ing an integrated 
envirorrnental dsk management process or rrethodolagy. Care needs to be 
taken that the integrative process does not becorre the major goal and the 
solution of envirorrnental problems secondary. Continual peer review of 
sorre type may help to forestall inconsistencies between stated or implied 
objectives and develC\)lllent of a methodolo:iy that can support such 
obJectives. 
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IV. PROJECT DESIGN 

In general, multi-media approaches to risk assessment can intrcduce 
1rore of a "systans" approach to environmental decision making. This 
approach is more likely to enable policy makers to examine the transfer 
of pollutants across media as particular control strategies are adopted. 
This contrasts with the single pollutant-single medium methodology which 
is 1rore likely to transfer the problem fran one medium to another, perhaps 
leading to greater risks and higher abatement costs. 

A strength of the IEMP project designs is the attenvt to develop a 
multi-media approach to enviro:-rnental decision making. Clearly, the 
difficulties of multi-media stddies are canpou."lded by the fact that 
data quality may vary with media; hence, the so-called "risk-based" 
decision may indeed becorre a "best guess" decision based on an inter
pretation of the available data. Nevertheless, if appropriately executed, 
the IEMP approach can represent a considerable L-nprovement over decisions 
made subjectively or on the basis of data Eran only a single medium. 

Since the program is not limited to using specific IT(Xjels, it has the 
flexibility to assess a variety of issues of particular concern to local 
ccrnrnunities and to target data gaps and research needs. Thus, the santa 
Clara Valley study initially targeted ground water problans and the Denver 
study plans to errphasize the brown cloud. 

An additional element of the proqram is the capability it offers 
to local policy makers for detecting gaps in the data base that may 
becane rrPre apparent when the total data, across med;_ 1, are carefully 
examined. With responsibility for data collection o:i anvirornnental 
chanical hazards related to air, water, soil, hanes, ,;id occupational 
expos;.ires usually divided among local groups, there :,::e bound to be areas 
of envirorntental concern th.:it fall between the crack:o. To the extent 
that individual projects have designs th.:it integrate the collection and 
analysis of data across media, they can also serve a cesearch planning or 
data identification function. 

There has been sane use of locally developed cli1ical data (for 
example, the Baltilrore study includes data on hospital treatrrent of 
childnm fran lead poisoning) but, in general, clinicC<l and epidemiological 
data are not considered in irost studies and, where a1nilable, should receive 
gre.:iter anphasis. Altho.igh carcying out an epidemiol:'.>Jical program is 
not, and should not be, the responsibility of the IE:i'-1?, the program 
shcold consider initiatinq a mechanism to enable loca '. clinicians to 
identify u.'1Usual or area-wide health problems in the ~crmnunity of study. 
If s;.ich information is sought, the IEMP should ensur•o that appropriate 
expertise is available to oversee the collection and lnterpretation of 
s;.ich data. 

Each project needs to build quality control rrech,1;iisros as an inte
gral part of its design. At present, the IEMP studieQ have made only 
fragrrented att~ts to incor:porate quality control rreasures. 'these 
control rrechanisms can take several fo!'.TIIS, such as the validation of 
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input data using several sources, the validation of rrodeled outputs 
thrcogh use of monitored data or even sane validation oE estimated health 
risks through the collection of clinical data. 

Peer review is also one mechanism of quality control. To date, the 
IEMP has developed no syste!natic definiti0n or approach to peer review, 
Peer review has occurred at various times in various ~rojects for ditfering 
issues. 
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V. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the various IEMP projects varies in each geo
graphic area, resulting in both strengths anct weaknGsses fm: the program 
as a whole. On the positive side, the program can target area-or site
specific problems and involve cumnunity leaders, whose participation is 
critical to successful irnplauentation in developing folla.>-up efforts, 
EPA is inevitably involved in shari:lQ its considerable technical resources 
and information with ccrnmunities attaupting to control serious enviro~nental 
problems. Without direct access to these scientific and technical resources, 
the crnurunities' potential to Fldd:::-ess issues raised by the IEMP would be 
rrore limited. At the same time, the Agency is too rerroved geographically 
fran many local technical and public issues to be able to act effectively 
by itself. 

A noteworthy feature of ilnplenenting the program is the reliance 
placed on quantitative analysis as a Qrerequisite to decision making and 
risk management. This feature is also ilnparted to the constituencies 
directly involved in the studies. Risk assessments peforrned by the 
Cancer Assessment Group are aaapted to local circumstances to set management 
priorities. 

The weaknesses revealed in the irnplenentation of the program may 
be viewed as mirror images of the strengths cited aoove. The lack of a 
canm::>n approach to irnplenenting various studies creates difficulties in 
utilizing past expet:"ience or correcting technical oversights. The IEMP 
pr0gram has taken several different approaches to risk assessment that, 
at times, has led to insufEiciently rigorous or inconsistent applications. 
Specific concerns of the Subcanmittee include the fo1.1,~ing: 

o The definition of risk assessrrent varies ac~-·o-;s projects. The 
I!PSt widely accepted definition of risk assessment, .;\thin EPA and the 
scientific caranuni ty / is based on the four part cons: -_-uct developed by 
the National Academy of Sciences. This constr.ict incl•1des: hazard 
identification, dose-response assessrrent, exposure a3sessment and risk 
characterization. Various IEMP projects make select i •1e use of these four 
ccrnponents, wt do not explain the scientific reasoni :i•J for omitting 
particular ccrnponents in specific projects. 

o In practice, risk assessn-ent can be used as a vehicle for making 
choices for prediction or protection. The IEMP needs to clarify this 
distinction. Risk assesSll\'lnt for the purpose of predtction is an effort 
to estimate the public health and envirorrnental effec;:s that may result 
from anthropogenic or natural exposures to selected tn>;>ulations. A.s 
such, risk prediction attenpts to place the magnitude of the risks in 
perspective with the total exposures encountered, l\siessrn;,nt for the 
purpose of protection aims at deliberately choosing cnnservative assumptions 
and mxlels to protect against the probability of cert,,in effects occurrinq. 
While both risk prediction and protection represent statements of probability, 
they rest on differing assumptions and ultimately se::-ve different objectives. 
The IEMP pr0gram should clarify its definition and use of such concepts. 
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o The esti'!lil.tion of exposures is limited in several ways. 
Considering only incremental or limited sources of exposure can result in 
the failure to identify potential health problems. Methods might be 
considered to examine the effects of integrated exposure through several 
routes. For the analysis of health data, the IEMP has generally depended 
upon peer reviewed material generated by other parts of the Agency. When 
this has not been the case, however, specific ackna,.iledgnent of this fact 
has often been lacking. 

o As previously noted, quality control \'OO!asures have been uneven with 
respect to field data. Dispersion mxlels have been applied without 
adequate explanation or justification. 

o The IF.MP should distinguish between the value of its efforts as a 
screening tool to identity and assess potential health risks and its 
reliability as a technical basis for managing risk. The level of analysis 
and the requirerrents for expertise are very different for these two 
objectives. The current IEMP process is better oriented to the first 
effort, where simpler methods and limited expertise are needed to help 
define potential problems. The information, expertise, and tools required 
to help refine risk estimates that serve as a technical basis for regulatory 
decisions at either the Federal, state or local level of goverr111ent are 
considerably greater and, to date, IEMP has not been able to assanble and 
direct the financial and personnel resources required to address the 
latter effort. 

o In general, uncei:tainties re<Jarding the analysis of exposure, 
particulai:ly aci:oss media, have not been delineated and given sufficient 
emphasis, which invites the dangei: that the public will place unwarranted 
confidence on the analytical conclusions. This issu·; could easily be 
aduressed by initiating sensitivity analyses reflecti ~J different analytical 
assu."l'ptions and developing diffei:ent scenados of i:ic<. Where confidence 
intervals can be derivea fran the use ot models they, too, should be 
errphasized. Results might rrore appropriately be presented as ranyes of 
risk estimates. 

o There is a need for the IEl-IP to JrOre closely integrate its work 
with risk assessment activities in other EPA offices. To date, the 
program's relations with othei: units of the Agency have been inconsistent. 
The IEMP has made wide use of risk assessments develqJed by the cancer 
A.Ssessment Groop. Except tor limited irquii:i.es of an ad hoc nat'-.lre on 
selected technical issues, it has not effectively exploited the scientific 
talent and resources that exist in othei: units of the• Office of Research 
and DevelOJ;l!E!nt (especially the laboratodes or rese2c·ch centei:s) or the 
technical staff within the i:e<Julatory offices. The S.:bcanmittee also '-.lrges 
ORD and the program offices to more aggressively participate in IEMP activities. 
The Subcamnittee has identified within EPA a number of ongoi:ig efforts at multi
media dsk assessment that have u."1dergone review by t'1e public and the scientific 
carurunity and that are accessible to the lEMP. These include: 

l. .'\ssessing the dsks of various sludge manage""'nt options--
ORD Envirorroental Criteria and Assessment Office (ECAO)/Office of Watei:. 
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2. Evaluating public health and environmental inpacts of municipal 
waste canbustion--EC'J>D/Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS). 

3. ORD's Total Human Exposure (THE) program. 

4. ORD's Ecological Risk Assessment research program. 

5, OPQPS's multi-media evalution of lead. 

Building effective working relationships with these and other 
programs within EPA can achieve several :important benefits for the IEMP. 
These include: l) access to and participation of scientitic talent that 
does not exist within the program; 2) awareness of, and access to, data 
bases relevant to problems the IEMP is investigating; 3) enhanced scientific 
credibility resulting frcm the use of data and methods that have u.~dergone 
extensive peer review. 
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VI, PROJECT RESULTS 

several ver<J different types of results have emerged fran the IEMP 
proJeCts. lhese roughly correspond to the varying objectives that were 
stated at the begin.~ing of the dif tering IEMP projects conducted thus 
far, Phase II efforts envisage considerably more detailed analyses. To 
date, hcwever, most have not been conductedi hence, their results cannot 
be evaluated. For this discussion, the Subcamnittee broadly categorizes 
the project results as foll0;1s: 

o Interaction and ccmrrunication among gover:iment officials, 
industry and the public. 

The Baltimore and Santa Clara Valley studies dem::instrate that 
the IEMP methodology can be a ve--cy strong catalyst for camnunication 
between EPA and state and local officials (as in Balti'OC>re) or among EPA, 
state and local officials and the public (as in the Santa Clara Valley). 
It can provide a natural for.mi tor the routine interchar.;ie of similar 
information and concerns. 'ttlere is also the potential for improved 
gover:imental and public response to emergencies and pollutant problems 
that previously have not been discussed and analyzed in such a forum. 
Another positive result of the IEMP is that it can provide a vehicle for 
scientific ei(perts to discuss and L"f>rove ongoing research and monitoring 
programs. 

The idea of having a non-adversarial forum for the exchange of 
information among local governing b:>dies and interests is a very useful 
idea. As yet untested, h0;1ever, is the question of \i\ether incentives or 
institutional mechanism are strong enough to ensure ';he continuation of 
this interaction among officials, industries, and th~ ~ublic once EPA 
fu;1ding ends. 

o Infotll\ation 9enerated and disseminated about tl1e relative 
magnitudes of pollutant problems. 

A strong feature of the IEMP is that it ;trovides a cCllll1"0n metdc of 
risk for better understandin9 the magnitude of health effects associated 
with widely differing sources. The importance of this feature should not 
be underestimated; it facilitates conmunication of ca~plex issues and 
provides for a more systematic and objective basis fDc envirorrnental 
decisions. 

HC><lever, the results presented may not be as con;.,rehensive as perceived, 
and they are subject to considerable uncertainty. Thci resultant "risk 
meter" numbers will appear to be too authoritative and should be qualified 
by uncertainty rneasures. For the most part, the IEMP methodology produces 
conservative upper bounds on the risks that are analyced. Such numbers, 
if they are not qualified, can be very misleading boti1 to decision makers 
and to the public. The Subcrnunittee strongly urges t'1at the use of the 
IEMP methodology not exclude othe:- sources of information about environ
mental problems. For example, local data on the fre«uency of lead 
poisioning may be more authoritative and reliable than results obtained 
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exclusively through the use of the IEMP assessments. The Subcamtittee 
concludes that the IEMP is most appropriately used when it stimulates decision 
makers at all .. levels of gove::nment to ask questions and seek data ooncerning 
the identification of the most significant public health and environmental 
problems. For various reasons, including limitations in data, time, 
funds, and the current state of bC"1ledge, previrus IEMP studies have not 
been as CClllprehensive as desirable. lhis.has resulted in the analysis of 
·restricted subsets of pollutants, exposure pathways, and types of effects. 
'Ille use of a broader and perhaps cruder, but nnre systematic, risk screening 
would be one way to overcane these problems. 

o Systematic framework for use in decision making. 

The IEMP rrwathc:xlology addresses two current shortccmings of contanporary 
environrrental decision "laking at various levels of governrrent: 1) the 
need for JX>licy makers to becane rrore aware of the relative magnitude of 
varirus environrrental problenlS and the availability of alternative 
regulatory and non-regulatory control strategies; and 2) the. need for the 
public to perceive environmental problems with a rnore CClllprehensive and 
balanced understanding and to recognize that all major activities resulting 
frcm the use of technologies impose sOllE! degree of risk. Also, risk 
assessment methodologies, once learned for one type of application, have 
many other potential areas of application in decision making by government 
or industry. 

o Priorities f.or future research. 

In the process of identifying environrrental pri.ncities, the IEMP is 
readily adaptable as a means of identifying research ·1eeds. Initially, 
the methodology designed to err only on the side of "'lse positives; 
f-urther efforts must address the p::issibilities of "hlse ala::m" errors. 
"False negatives", that is, real problems that have .. )t been identified 
by the IEMP, can result if the application of the risK assessment approach 
does not address this possibility. 

In usin<J the IEMP as a vehicle for setting prioccties for future 
research, special attention to these "unknowns" ra.ist :ie given. IEMP 
managers and the Office of Research and Development, s:1ould develop specific 
JtEchanisms to ensure the specific data needs identif i·od i:1y the IEMP, 
or results obtained frcm specific projects, are inte<;~ated on a continu
ing basis with research planning efforts carried out ~y ORD. 
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VII. HEALTH SOORING METHOOOr.cx;IES 

There are two overall levels of analysis in the IEMP wo.c:k for developing 
health scoring nrathodologies. These include: l) a screening exercise undei: 
which potential problans are identified; and 2) m:>re detailed analyses for 
evaluating risk management options. To date, efforts have been limited to 
sci:eening exei:cises. 

A. Screening Efforts 

Achieving the objective of these efforts cequices a ccroprehensive 
identification of potential concerns that are within the bounds of the 
study; hence, errors of (l'!lission ace of gceatest concern. Nevertheless, 
the approach rrust be scientifically credible and as consistent as possible 
with the k.ncwledge and understanding of experts, including those in other 
parts of EPA. The approach should also pcovide SO!\'a rough indication of 
the magnitude of potential problans so that more imj;x)rtant issues can 
receive pronpt attention. 

Health assessnent methods can be classified as those suitable for 
carcinogens and those suitable for non-cai:cinogens. 

1) Carcinogens 

Risk assessnent guidelines exist for carcinogens. EPA's Carcinogen 
A.ssessment Group and othec groups within EPA have generally applied the 
guidelines to estimate i:isks of exposures to carcinogens as a technical 
basis for regulation. The assessment methodology us2<J is generally a 
consei:vative one, providi;ig an '.lpper bound estimate );' dsk.. The use of 
up[,Jer bounds can lead to mis inteq>retation and can c<>.>1plicate the canparison 
ot dsks of two different ccropounds, The risk nurnbe:: ;,stimated for a 
less potent carcinogen with considerable uncertainty issociated with the 
risk asses&nent method can be much larger than the caoparable number estimated 
foe a m:>re potent cai:cinogen with less uncertainty i~1erent in the assesS!re!nt. 
The Subcomnittee is concerned with these issues, but it notes that other 
scientific review panels, including those within the SAB that reviewed 
the cancer guidelines, have concluded that, at pi:ese,1t, we ca:-i only have 
confidence in the plausible upper limit calculated using the methods 
described in the EPA' s Guidelines for Carcinogen Risi~ Assessment. Procedures 
for making "most likely" or "best" estL>retes with tho'I ~ange of uncertainty 
defined by the plausible upper limit estimate and the lC!<Jer limit estimate 
(which may be as lCM as zero) should be important goals for cisk assessment 
i:esearch at EPA. 

The prepai:-ation of specific risk assessments ceq.Jires significant 
ju:lgment about the choice and intei:pretation of input data and the specific 
analyses of these data. This is evidenced by the considerable discussion 
supporting the a:-ialyses undectaken in 1n:ist of the Health Assessment 
D:>cuments develq_)ed by the Office of Research and DevGlopnent. Those 
cisk assessrrents developed within the Carcinogen Asse;sment Group (CAG) 
genecally receive extensive revie.i by many experts within and cutside the 
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agency, i:1cluding the SAB. Hence, the r:isk estimates produced by the CAG 
have the credibility that derives fran a widely reviewed and consensus-based 
methodology and an application of the methodology that receives additional 
review. CJlG estimates shOJld, therefore, be used to estimate carcinogen 
risks when such estimates are available. In sane cases, it may be appropriate 
for the IEMP to review the basis for the C1'G estimates and examine the 
sensitivity to specific aSS1Jll9tions in determining the numerical results. 
When this is undertaken, it shOJld be explicitly stated to avoid confounding 
results based on different levels of review. 

Occasionally, there may be sane evidence that a substance is a 
carcinogen, yet its risk has not been estimated by CAG. In such cases, 
the presence of this substance cculd be noted by the IEMP as a sort of 
"yellCM flag" warning. Whe'1 bioossay results are available, it may be 
appropriate to calculate a quantitative risk estlinate using a methodology 
consistent with EPA's Guidelines for Carcinogen Risk Assessment. In the 
absence of i'1ternal review by EPA staff and external peer review, such 
estimates should be clearly ide'1tified as speculative, and their use 
shoold be restricted to "what-if" investigations to assess the i;:otential 
magnitude of the health risk posed by the substance in question. Careful 
qualifying language shoold be used to discoorage readers Eran misin
ter:pretating these estimates as having the same level of credibility 
as the peer reviewed estimates f ran c;>L;, and to discoorage the use of these 
estimates by.EPA or other regulatory agencies at the Federal, state, or 
local level for regulatory decision making. The extensive caveats used 
with the risk estimates for TCA in the Santa Clara Valley IEMP Phase I 
report represent the type of careful description needed when such speculative 
estimates are used. Nevertheless, soma peer review •)f such independently 
derived risk estimates would be desirable. 

2) Non-care inogens 

Evaluating non-carcinogen issues is more diffic .:.r. because there 
are, at present, no guidelines for qua,.,titative risk ,1ssessment for 
'1on-carcinogens, althoogh such guidelines are currently under development 
by several groops. There also does not appear to be ' clear consensus on 
the apprq;>riate role of quantitative risk assessment cor th.,,se agents. 

Recently, the 1'J;jency has introduced the concept , )f a Reference 
Dose (RfD). This is an illlplicity safe level bel™ which effects are not 
expected, although its definition appears to be large 1,y i'1 terms of the 
procedure used to calculate it. Reference doses, or ·m equivale:it such 
as an Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI), have been calcul1ted by several 
Agency offices as a scientific prelude to regulation ·ind/or i;:olicy develq:i
ment. These calculations have followed the tradition 11 pt"actice of using 
a no-observed-adverse-effects-level (NOAEL) fran anin'll studies a:1d 
dividing by a safety factor of 10, 100, or 1,000 in <X<1er to estimate a 
level at ·..tlich huma'1 exposure becanes a concern. ADI and RfD levels 
have generally received extensive peer review. The 1'1-.othods involved to 
calc..ilate the RfD are well delineated, but substanti,,l inter-,;iretation of 
the underlying data is usually required. The IEMP u8es the RfD in its 
screening efforts; when estimated exi;:osures exceed the RED, the estlinated 
number of individ..ials exceeding the RfD is identified. Often i;:otential 
or even identified toxics are e:1coontered for which '1•) RfD exists. In 
these cases, the IEMP has applied the methods used to calculate the RfD 
to the underlying toxicity data to estimate the "lCMest presumed human 
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threshold." This vaLie is used in the analysis as the RfD would be used. 
The calculation of this value may depend quite critically on· judgrrent, in 
addition to the toxicity data. Given the different levels of peer review 
associated wfth RfDs, it is important that those <jerived wit.Ii.in an IEMP 
project be clearly identified and caveated. 

The use of the RfD alone, without an estimate of response above this 
level, does not address some [)Otentially important issues such as the severity 
of impact and the number of people likely to respond to the envirormental 
level of the agent. Individual or population response depends upon both 
the envirormental level of the agent and upon the shape of the dose-response 
curve. The IEMP has developed a method to represent the dose-response 
relationship and has asked the SubcCill!llittee to review it. The IEMP has 
noted sare examples when application of the method would change the 
relative priority given to various issues. 

The SubcCill!llittee has reviewed the method, and in general, concludes 
that the IEMP should stimulate the Agency as a whole to consider such 
methods, am?ng others, in the further developrrent of risk assessment 
guidelines and procedures. The evaluation of a method, however, requires 
a.~ in-depth assessment of its repeated application. The Subcanmittee recan
mends, therefore, that EPA's Risk Assessment Forum undertake this effort, 
present its analysis for peer review and publish its results. 

At this time, the Subcarunittee believes IEMP's main ertg?hasis should 
be on the RfD. In its screening effor-t, the IEMP should identify the 
number of individ:..ials .;,xposed to levels at or atove the RfD. M"lere 
significant m.imbers of individuals may be exposed aiYNe the RfD, further 
analysis of the severity of the impact and the dose- 'osponse relationship 
will be appropriate. 

B. More Detailed Studies 

These studies require considerably more detailen information and 
greater precision in dsk estimates to help guide risk management policies • 
. l\ccordingly, sane modification of the I™P methods i·> '•arranted. One 
advantage of these studies is that they are inore narr·o"lY focused, and 
attention may be concentrated on a small n-..unber of t\)~ic substances to 
aid risk management decisions. Because considerably 'rore detailed 
scientific input is required in these ste!dies, peer :-.;vi™ mechanisms 
need to be an integral part of these efforts. 

1) Carcinogens 

The EPA Guidelines for Carcinogen Risk Assessme"t i;>rovide for the 
flexibile use of available scientific information for quantitative risk 
assessment, and the SubcCill!llittee encourages developm&~t of procedures for 
making "most likely" or "best" estimates, as opposed to the plausible upper 
bound estimates calc..ilated using EPA's standard !!Eltho.iology. I:movation 
in carrying out detailed quantitative risk estimates Eor specific carcinogens 
should receive peer revie!l, and such estimates should be accoupanied by 
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exte:isive sensitivity analysis. 1he sources of uncertainty in the risk 
estimate sho..lld be clearly ide;itified and discussed. The methods used 
for the risk estimates should be fully docurrented a;id summarized in non
technical language so that the basis for the calculation is readily 
accessible to all interested parties. 

2) Non-Carcinogens 

The state of the art of quantitative risk assessment is not as f~r 
advanced for other health endp:iints as it is for carcinogens. ~en it is 
clear that a significant ;iUffiber of peq;>le are exposed in the ambient 
environmsnt al:Xlve the rtfD level for a toxic substance, further analysis 
may be needed as a technical basis for risk management. The Subcanmittee 
supp:irts the developrrent of appropriate methods to carry out such an analysis, 
drawi;ig up:in the scientific and analytical resources available in the 
Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation, the Office of Research and 
Development, and other parts of EPA.. Such an analysis should receive careful 
scientific peer review, especially where innovative methods are used. 
For many substances, the severity of the impacts may be a major issue as, 
for example, distinguishing between clinically measurable effects that 
are rapidly and canpletely reversible at 1°'1 levels of exposure, versus 
irreversible .impacts represe;iting clearly significant adverse changes in 
health status that may occur with higher or repeated exposures. It will 
be appropriate to document fully the methods used to carry out extensive 
sensitivity analysis sha.ring hCfo>' conclusions depend on specific data and 
assurrptions, and to describe the extent and sources of uncertainty in the 
quantitative risk estimates. 
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PARr 'IW): 

THE PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE, SANTA Cf.ARA VALLEY AND DENVER 

GECGRAPHIC PROJECTS 
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VI II, PHIIADELPHlA INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT* 

A. OVerview of the Project 

The Philadelphia IEMP was a large-scale stuay of the effect of 
toxic pollutants on hU!ll.3.n health in the Philadelphia metropolitan area. 
Althwgh the St'..1dy had a number ot <Joals, not all of thEm clearly 
delineated, the three nost imp0rtant goals included: 1) developing and 
applying new methodologies or applying existing methodologies to new 
situations--particularly quantitative risk assessment, multi-media analysis, 
and cost-effectiveness analysis; 2) :i.lllproving EPA decision maki:'>;J and 
priority setting through the use of these rnethodologies: and 3) improving 
state and local decision maki:-ig through the use of these methodologies. 

Phase r of the Philadelphia IEMP identified eleven issues to 
pursue in Phase II. These related to chlorinated solvents, benzene, 
chloroform, formaldehyde and volatile organic canpounds in general. 
Phase II involved risk and control-option analyses of sev..n of these 
issues and also proposed to collect moriitodng data on four issues: 
benzene Emissions, formaldehyde releases to ambient air, conbustion of 
used oil and air emissions fran landfills. 

B. cant.iarison with Other IEMP Studies 

Philadelphia was the Eirst of the geographic IEMP Studies. In 
te)'.!11$ of institutional arrangements, EPA, state, and local officials 
worked together to direct the project, although the daninant role was 
played by EPA. This contrasts with later studies i:o vhich EPA yielded 
more decision maki:-ig authority to state and local ot:icials. 

c. Canrrents by Interested Parties 

The Subcanmittee heard testinvny fran state and L:x:al officials 
involved in the Philadelphia IEMP. The genera+ tone of these caments 
was negative. The officials viewed the study as havi~g made their IT'-lties 
rrore ditficult by unduly alarming the public abwt i:.;.;'-'es that involved 
scin>e greater-than-zero risk of cancer b..lt that, in th~ view of these 
officials, did not re[Jresent a high public health [lri,xity. An industry 
spokesman testified that the study should have used h•Jst estimate risk 
assessments rather than the standard EPA worst case "''othodology. No 
views fran environmentalists or other grou[Js ,..;re he~~d by the Subcanmittee 
on this study. 

D. Subcanmi ttee Ccrnrrents 

The Philadelphia tEMP study has only [Jartially ~\et its goals. 
The three goals included: 

o Methodology Development and A[lplication 

The underlying 1nethodological innovation of the [Jroject was to 
analyze envirormental priorities (and potential control actions) on the 

* Subcanmittee 111€mbers contrit:>.Iting to this section of the report included 
Dr. Comish, Dr. Davies, Dr. "lcMichael, and Dr. """"nk. 
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basis of overall risk regardless of the medium or fonn ot the risk. Tilis 
is a significant depart<R"e fran current practice (at both the Federal and 
local level) and, in the opinion of the SubcCl111nittee, is a very important 
and useful innovation. It is, in fact, the most important methodological 
contrib.ition made by the IEMP as a whole. It should also be noted that 
the develq;ment of such a risk-based methodology is a very difficult 
intellectual and scientific task. 

The application of quantitative risk assessment in the Philadelphia 
project involved the use of a health scoring methodology that the SubcCl111nittee 
closely examined. The risk assessment results sh~d snall cancer risks 
from toxics in ambient air (an uppe::-bound estimate of about 0.2 excess 
annual cancers fran both point and area air sources) and a larger, but 
still ll'Odest, risk fran dri:lking water (2.4 cases annually). H~ver, it 
should be kept in mind that these results excludeo sane potentially 
significant sources of toxics, notably motor vehicles and municipal 
incinerators. Given the lack of cOllprehensiveness in the analysis of 
sources, the risk assessmant is primarily useful as a way of assessing 
the conparative importance of particular sources rather than of the 
importance of the toxics problem generally. 

The lack of ccrnprehensiveness was primarily due to the limits on 
resources available to the study and to a recognition by the staff on 
what could be achieved. It was aggravated by the failure of sane of the 
IEMJ?'s efforts to collect original data using novel or state-of-the-art 
techniques. Four such efforts were part of the Philadelphia project: 
benzene and formaldehyde in the ambient air, air emissio~s fran landfills, 
and conbustion of used oil. The benzene data indicated that 31llbient 
benzene levels were within ambient air guidelines, hi1t the small number 
of sanples and the high degree of variability of oly.; ·::ved concentrations 
limit the reliability of the data. Tile use of mode1.~ to predict ambient 
concentrations of formaldehyde failed because of fo::-•101ldehyde formation 
in the atmosphere through photo-oxidation of volatil ' organic ccrnpounds 
(VOC), Ambient levels of formaldehyde derived fran , -o:1itoring appeared 
to be below guideline levels, tut doubt has been cast on the a:1alytical 
method anployed i:1 the monitoring program (see page IV-14 of the Philadelphia 
study). A variety of difficulties with the experimencal ROSE system result
ed in a failure to 1neasure the contribJtions of a landfill to 31llbient voe 
levels, although data obtained on voe levels in the ,_;.;,neral vicinity of 
the landfill contribJted to a concern over toxic air =emissio:1s fran land
fills. Tile data on canb.lstion of used oil were not s.1fficient to allow 
exposure or risk assessment (IV-22), although analysis of samples of used 
oil indicate that the lead content of used oil is a : ,)tentially significant 
problem ( IV-25) , 

o Impact Upon EPA Decision Makirig 

The impact Of the Philadelphia study upon EPA is difficult to ascertain. 
Tile study set some important precedents for the latec geographic studies 
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(e.g., the basic Phase I - Phase II framework and the idea of bringing 
local officials into decision making). It also can be arrjUed that the 
Philadelphia_study encouraged EPA to think in tei:ms of overall canparative 
risk as the basis for setting priorities. 

'nle Philadelphia p!'.'oject !'.'esulted in bringing two specific problems 
to 8PA's attention--the cont!'.'ibution of municipal wastewater treatment 
plants to vex;, ail'.' pollution and the p!'.'oblem of lead in used l'OCltO!'.' oil. 
EPA has taken no final action on either problem, although National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) peonits for treatment plants increasingly 
take the ~ problem into account. In addition, it can be argued that 
the !'.'elatively low risks attributed by the project to toxics concentrations 
in ambient ail'.' and water' confirm an Agency view of the lack of u!'.'gency of 
the toxics problem in this area. 

o Impact Upon State and Local Decision Making 

As noted above, state and local officials did not think that the 
project has been particularly useful to them. However, the IEMP staff 
reported that, in private conversations with Philadelphia area officials, 
the latter expressed the view that the study yielded a deeper awareness of 
the problems posed by the inter-media transfer of pollutants, P!'.'<:ll\Jted a 
continuing infoi:mal COCfJeration among these officials and EPA and contributed 
to the effort by certain industries to p!'.'et!'.'eat their wastes in advance 
of impending Clean Water Act regulations requi!'.'irq pret!'.'eatment. The 
Philadelphia study (VI-44) notes that the chemical manufacturer that was 
the prime source of ~ discharges to the Philadelphia treatment plant 
has markedly reduced its discharges, although it is :~:)t clear whether 
action can be traced to the IEMP study. There may '"? a greater knowledge 
of and scphistication about risk assessment and cost-~Efective analysis 
at the local level as result of the IEMP project, but it is not clear 
that the project has had any lasting ilfl?act on statoo x local decision 
makers. 
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IX. BALTIMJRE INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMlliT PROJECT* 

A. OVerview of the Project 

The Baltimore project began in pilot foi:m in 1983 under full 
EPA control. In 1983, EPA delegated this control of the project to ~N() 
local canmittees, a Management Canmittee and a Technical Advisory Carnnittee. 

A great deal of the effort expended in the Baltimore project fran 
its inception seans to have revolved around issues related to the governance 
and control of the project, setting the scQPe of the project, identification 
of specific issues and ccmpilation of data. Resolving issues related to 
project management and control required an intensive effort such that the 
project was actually started twice, the first time in the fall of 1983 
and the second time in late 1984. In the process, there were considerable 
changes in personnel, and major shifts in contractors that were developing 
information for the project. 

Pla"s for Phase II ot the Balt iirore st'1dy are to <::ondact more detailed 
evaluations of issues that have been identified as particularly critical 
in Phase I, and to institute pellution control measures, where needed. 
The Phase II process is less well defined that Phase I, largely because 
it focuses on site-specific issues and because of unresolved questions on 
the funding of implementation plans. 

B. Ccmparison with other IEMP studies 

There are many features of this study that differentiate it fron the 
other geographic studies. The Baltimore IBMP has p~·><;ressed frcrn an EPA 
designed study to one that is en!:"iched by state, co;_i:~y, and local inpats 
concerning potential and actual toxic pollutiO:l pro!Jce"1S. A statement 
frequently used during a visit by a workgroup of the• ~c.ibccxmnittee was the 
assumption of local control in the context of an exp -·riment in environmental 
management. In contrast to the Philadelphia study, t.here is a high · 
degree of local confidence in the approach being implemented in Baltimore. 
The level of local control in this study is atypical of lEMP studies, and 
it is planned that .Euture studies will not follow thi·; approach, but one 
similar to the Santa Clara Valley study. 

The Baltimore Management Carnnittee provides a vital link to ensure 
progress in the overall develop11>3nt of the project a•1·i has worked closely 
with the Technical Advisory Camnittee (consisting of ;cientists fi:un 
local governmental agencies and universities) to dew· lop a set of priorities 
in Phase I. The six identified issues are presently >eing finalized for 
examination in Phase II. In contrast to soma other : ':'-IP projects, the 
Phase II activities primarily will include f'urther r--search rather than 
the implementation of management decisions based upon weak exposure and 
risk data. A cannendable feature of the Management C-nrrnittee deliberations 
has been its determination to develop the program at its cwn pace, and 
not oo driven by externally imposed milestones. This has provided the 
Baltim::>re IEMP study with the time necessary to ensu~~ that the priorities 

* Subconmi.ttee members contributing to this section ,)f the report included: 
Dr. Brown, Dr. Hartung, Dr. Lioy, and Dr. SilbergeM. 
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for Phase II are the most i'llf'Ortant, and will be able to proceed with a 
degree of scientific and engineerirl<,I riyor. 

Another departure from the other IEMP studies has been the Manage
ment CClllllci.ttee decision to establish a standing Technical Aavisoi:y CCI!lillittee 
to oversee the Phase II analyses. 'Ihe peer revie~rs' role will include 
assessment of the uncertainties, the methods of expressing risk, and the 
health significance of the rcisk :-icmbers. This additio:ml conmi.ttee has 
the potential for maki:-ig significant contributions to the st:.idy, and its role 
should be revisited at a f;;ture date to assess its success within the 
overall IEMP process. 

One of the impressive aspects of the Baltimore IEMP study stans fran 
the selection of the final six priority issues after discussions ~re 
held on over forty potential issues. ~urther, the final list of priority 
issues would be considerably dif terent if the Managemant Conmittee had 
been required to make hastier decisions. /\gain, this points to a thoughtful 
approach to the decision making process, and the :-ieed to digest information 
available fran a number ot sources. 

Another aspect of the Baltimore study that is different fran all 
other IEMP studies is the manner i:-i which local conmittees used the 
health scorirq methodology. The results of the methodology did not 
determine the final prioritization of issues. Local experience and data 
on exposures, morbidity, and mortality ~re used in making the tinal 
selections. 'Ihe result was the identification of at least two issues, 
indoor air i,lOllution and lead, for inclusion in the final list that would 
not have necessarily been included othe!'.Wise. This o\Jproach to applying 
the health scoring rrethodology underscores the need '.' view Phase I as a 
semi-quantitative exercise, and avoid the terrptatiu1 to count bodies, 
e.g. as in the Philadelphia and Santa Clara studies. 

C. Evaluation by EPA's Program ~valuation Division 

A major conclusion of an internal EPA review of the study by the 
Program Evaluation Division was that the integrated e>:wironmental manage
ment concept is basically a rational approach to env ~ ::orrnental protection 
which deserves a fair trial and possible applicatiQn in some fonn. 
HCJ<Jever, in practice, there are many technical, instir.~tional and managerial 
issues that provide some reconsideration as to whethec the IEMP approach 
is workable in practice. 

On the technical side, the limited availability )f data and the 
limitations in the scientific underpinnings make it ::ifficult to establish 
reasonable estimates of risks for exposure resulting Eran multiple chemicals 
by·multiple routes arising through multiple media. 

Instit·~tional and managerial problem include j.1::-isdictional disputes 
and the public debates concerning politically unappenling issues in 
election years. The management of the project in the face of conflicting 
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interests and insecJre sources of funding for the investigation of 
enviro:mental problans (that are often c0,1pled to rrore secure sources of 
funding for any reneoial measures that might be proposed), is an extremely 
difficult proposition. 

In general, the Program Evaluation Division concluded that the 
IEMP process is still in an evolutionary stage, that the basic concepts 
within the IEMP approach are sound, but that the scientific and technical 
basis for executing the program is weak. 

D. Co:nments by Interestea Parties 

As with other IEMP studies, the Subcarunittee sought out opinions 
frcrn persons who had directly observed or participated in the study and 
had formed impressions or j\Xlgments of its strengths and deficiencies. 
In Baltimore, m:>st of the ;;:otentially interested parties have received 
sate chance to participate, either through its Management Canmi.ttee or 
the Technical Advisory Ccrnmittee. The latter also provided access to the 
IEMP of additional consultants frcrn government, industry, public interest 
organizations and universities. Ha..ever, neither industry nor public 
interest groups influenced the Phase I efforts significantlyi their 
inputs will be scnewhat more vigorously sought in Phase II, according to 
the Management Canmi.ttee. Finally, both committees had the benefit of 
f'-lrther peer review by a Risk Assessment Review Panel assanbled by the 
Johns Hopkins School of Public Health. 

To solicit the views of interested patties, the Subccrnmittee and 
IEMP staff arranged for a subgroup of the Subccmmit:·.-"o to rreet with 
persons especially kncwledgeable atout the Baltimoi:--- vroject. That group 
included all the official members of the Management \.>mlittee, the Chairman 
of the Technical Advisory Ccrnmittee, scne consulta:-its to the project, and 
members of the EPA staff for the Baltiroc>re project. 

The subgr<:x.lp heard a clear message to the effect that, in Phase I of 
the Baltim::>re IEMP, process was rrore important than sdence in determining 
its direction. The majority of the participants, it ~ot all of than, 
appeared to view this situation as a great virtue oE the Baltimore p=oject 
in ccrnparison with other IEMP Studies. They seaned co view the difficulties 
of the Philadelphia project as largely attributable to a lack of attention 
to process. Although the Subccrnmittee recognizes tbot the participants, 
by being at the core of this process, may tend to in-late its virtues, 
there is no d<:x.lbt that at least this group believed che project to be a 
success because of process, not through any excLlsh" virtues of the IEMP 
itself. 

The participants also believed that the issues ·;elected for sti.ldy or 
action in Phase II deserved attention, and that the _,~ocess of ar=ivi:-ig 
at those choices enabled a much greater opportunity ':or intergover:imental 
exchange of information and coordinated action on environmental problems 
than had previously existed. The interactions occJc:ing through the 
managerrent and technical carunittees, for example, made it possible for 
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state, county, and city officials to agree on a course of action to 
lessen the risks of lead by banning it in solders used in ccnstrL>ction 
throughoot the Baltimore area. 

Less definite was whether the IEMP itself was the reason for the 
success or nerely a convenient mechanism for intergoverrurental cooperation. 
Local officials were skeptical abo.lt the risk assessment process and were 
not eager to use it as a daninant tool in selecting Phase II issues. In 
fact, the IEMP approach played only a support role in clarifying canparative 
risks, not for identifying the hazards of greatest concern. One participant 
said, in effect, that the project had produced no surprises, that local 
environrrental agencies knew more about Baltimore's problems than EPA 
headquarters coold hope to identify. Nevertheless, when asked whether 
any other EPA program might have had equal effect if control had been 
released to local officials, he stated no. 1he consensus of local opinion 
is that the discipline of atte•'1?ting to adopt a multi-media perspective 
was useful, even though most problems turned out to be dcrninantly in one 
iredia; the risk analysi~ framework was an interesting and potentially 
valuable ccncevt; and the multiple-criteria decision approach was appropriate 
for Baltimore's needs. 

Another virtue of the IEMP process for local participants was the 
opi;x:irtunity to benefit, scientifically and financially, fron other EPA 
programs. Baltimore's envirormental agencies were able to use the IEMP 
experience to v.ork with EPA's Office of Research and Devel~nt in its 
decision to conduct a Total Exposure l\ssessment Methodology (TEAM) study in 
their region. 1his work will consider human exposure to toxic substances 
through s.eve::al routes, includirt,J indoor air. Baltimore will thL>S gain a 
more sophisticated profile of the distribution of extxJsures frcrn various 
sources in its envirorment, with Federal supi;x:irt. C;tner EPA offices will 
also contribute efforts to help flaltimore character',o:e its envirorurental 
problems. 

Particularly important fran these participants' vantage point was 
the ability of the local governments to control h<J<J the results of the 
IEMP were to be ccnununicated to the public. They belleved that other Il'11P 
studies had erred in presenting body counts of predi~~ed numbers of cancer 
deaths, even with many qualifying phrases (although t'1ey did ~hasize the 
irtp:>rtance of careful qJalification of any results). Because the Subccrmnittee 
has not seen the Phase I Baltimore project report, it is not yet clear h<J<J 
the results will, in fact, be presented, t>.it it seems likely that it will 
not state many purely quantitative results capable ot easy misinterpretation. 

One final observation should be irentioned. The c)articipants seemed 
to think that little truly scientific work had occurc--ed in Phase I, even 
though EPA and its contractors had undertaken several data collection and 
processing efforts on behalf of the Baltimore project leadership. Sane 
of the analyses seemed to have had the effect of confioning preconceptions 
aha.it the most important environmental issues in Bal".unore, rather than 
identifying new issues or discounting the preconcepti0ns. '!he participants 
seemed confident that more influence fron scientific analyses would be 
expressed in Phase II. 
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E. Subcanmittee Evaluation of the Baltimore IEMP Study' 

1) Scqie of the Project 

The Baltinore IEMP study exceeds in scope other geographic projects 
by including indoor air pollution as a candidate issue and several issues 
not exclusively concerned with human health. Both ot these expansions 
are well within the spirit and capability of the IEMP concept, and are 
valuable additions. The Baltimore proJect, like other IEMP studies, 
avoids occupational hazards and the risks of sudden environmental events 
such as an upset at a chanical plant. While sane would argue that such 
considerations are logically part of an overall strategy for environmental 
management, they are clearly at the fringes of the area of potential 
study topics. 

In general, the Baltimore project meets or exceeds the requirenents 
for an integrated management study. Viewed frClll one perspective the process 
for identifying issues used in Baltimore was less systanatic than desirable 
frClll the IEMP perspective and could have missed, or assigned improper 
priorities to, important issues. Relying as it did on ncrninations frClll 
Technical Advisory C<:rnmittee members and on selection procedures that 
were influenced by personal evaluations, the Baltimore project coold have 
enphasized visible or scientifically interesting issues over ones with 
greater local importance. On the other hand, by relying upon individuals 
with considerable expertise and experience with local problems this process 
may have minimized the expenditure of time and other resoorces on peripheral 
problEnS. BOth local cClllmittees are convinced that che process was better 
at selecting the tr..ily important issues precisely b<-.'c;ause it included 
expert judgrent rather than relying on a narrower t:' .;k assessment concept 
for priority setting. 

2) Project Design 

Withoot a final Phase I report, the SubcCU1111ittee cannot fully evaluate 
the quality ot the Baltimore project design. Its intoanation originates 
fran EPA' s Program Evaluation Division report and ot•1er documents made 
available by the IEMP staff, and frClll the meeting with representatives 
of the two local canmittees. As can be inferred fron statements elsewhere 
in this section, the Subcanmittee is not fully cClllfo~table with the apparently 
high degree of reliance on informed opinion in the ~cocess of selecting 
high priority issues. Furthermore, although the analyses of specific 
classes of issues appears to be logical, the Subccrnmittee has no docu
mentation to confion this impression. Finally, the 'i'1bcClll!llittee believes 
that a clear analysis may have been obscured by the tendency to make 
multiple classifications of issues into inCClll!lensuraiJle and overlapping 
classes. For example, the three Technical Advisory Ccrmti.ttee subccramittees 
were concerned with human health (an environmental h~zard endpoint), 
grrund water (an environmental rredium), and ecologic:'!l impact (another 
environmental endpoint). It is not clear frClll the material presented how 
the classification by risk and uncertainty was used in selecting issues and 
whether that ~se was logical. Presumably, issues of high risk and lcw 
uncertainty are candidates for risk management actio~s. while issues of 
high or mxlerate risk and high uncertainty are candidates for further 
study • 
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Offsetting the above appai:ent or real shortcanings in the project 
design is the obvious advantaye of utilizing local personnel and their 
familiarity with Saltilrore's environmental problems. Most observers in 
EPA, as well as in Baltilrore, nw appear to believe that the qualitative 
inputs fran local environmental professionals arrived at a better final 
list of issues for Phase II than would have been pcssible by applying the 
method for risk assessment of human health hazards used in Philadelphia 
and the Santa Clara Valley, Perhaps the balance between these strengths 
and weaknesses will become moi:e apparent once the Phase I report is 
released. 

3) Degree of Integration 

The discussion of multi-media integration within the BaltL'tlOre IEMP 
study reveals SC1tle difficulties. 'Ihe medi;mr-specific regulatory demands 
placed upon the states increases the difficulty of allocating resources 
to examine multi-media issues on a continuing basis. 'Ille degree to which 
the IEMP can institutionalize multi-media analysis requii:es more tha.ight, 
since it is not readily apparent in those projects reviewed by the Subcan
mi ttee. It should also he recognized that it is EPA's plan to turn the 
process over to the state, and it is not clear that an integrated environ
mental planning process c~rrently exists. 

4) Project Execution and Achievements 

The Baltimore IEMP is not close to COTipletion and, therefore, it is 
impossible for the Subccxnmittee to assess the final =esults. sane obser
vations are warranted, he"'1ever, to provide sC111e pe=;,,8Ctive on the potential 
for success. 

The IEMP approach led to the generation of many ctseful hypotheses 
about health and environl!"1ntal problems in the Balt; <K>re area. Although 
anecdotal documentation exists on inter-media transt2=s of pollution, 
neither the prevalence nor the magnitude of such events had been previe<..lsly 
investigated and documented. The IEMP approach in Baltimore is logical 
in that it seeks to identify environmental problems i.:i all rredia simultan
eously, to prioritize than, and to const!:.""ctct an opthal approach for the 
mitigation of these problems. It does this by evalu•ting the potential 
exposures and resulting risks to humans arisiny tron all media. 

'Ille evaluation of potential exposures is largelf based upon the data 
which are readily accessible in large data banks. A weakness in these 
data is that they were often collected for purposes )ther than exposure 
estimation. In the early phase of the project in 19 >3, while it was 
still fully under the control of the EPA/IEMP, there was a modest sampling 
progrem designed to identify selected volatile organic COTipOunds in air. 
In spite of this effort, the previous evaluation conrnittee still believed 
that the data base was relatively sparse, considerin<J the broad range of 
intei:media issues which needed to be dealt with, ana recanrrended that the 
data base and the guidelines for their use should be improved, 
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lhe fact that rrost management decisions are being delayed until 
after the canpletion of Phase II is a i;ositive sign, and this caution 
should incre~ the likelihood of succeeding in 1nany areas. lhe approaches 
used to address the six priority issues have different, but identifiable, 
endpoints.that can be used to make rranagement decisions. Each issue and 
approach are briefly stated belON: 

o Indoor air p:>llution--canpletion of a TEAM study by EPA's Office of 
Research and Development and the IEMP. 

o Ambient air toxics--identif ication ot sources and develq:nent of a 
regulatory program. 

o Undergrcund storaye tanks--development of engineering solutions to 
leakage problems. 

o Lead--abatement strategies for painting, and lead pipe replae<l!Tlent. 

o Baltirrore harbor--development of a practical design to study the 
harbor with eventual state funding of a study. 

o Trihalomethanes--·using national approaches to solving the problan. 

5) Strengths and Weaknesses 

Haw does the Baltirrore IEMP st;;dy conpare with the profile of strengths 
and deficiencies that the Subconmittee sees in the ID1P program as a 
whole? It may be too early to ansv.er this question, in that no final 
report fran Phase I is yet available. lhe remarks _-,,low rust necessarily 
reflect preliminary ob5ervations on the direction ot the project. 

In rrany ways, the Baltirrore project portrays al \OSt the exact opposite 
profile seen in rrost IEMP projects, It is much rrore traditional i:1 that 
it uses consensus building to identify the major issues rather than 
apply a consistent yet incanplete risk-driven assess:1ent. Consequently, 
it has the virtues and flaws of that approach. These include: 

o Taking into consideration a wide variety of cidditudinal and 
impressionistic as well as scientific factors. Ruma~ perceptions of risk 
are considered to be important and not necessarily jcJst a misreading of 
•
1 true 1

' risks. 

o Processing information of many ki:"ids that ca:1not easily be 
placed in a quantitative frat:tework. 

o Viewing local interests as a pos1t1ve influence on decision 
making, not as an irrpediment to clear quantitative thinking, and taki;ig 
advantage of the political process rather than avoidlng it. 

o Seaning, at least through Phase I, to avoid celying on risk 
assessment methods that are easily challenged as unreliable and ;;ncertain. 
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o Including environmental p?:'Oblars that have few, if aITj, human 
health hazards, yet may be impcrtant for non-human organisms or for the 
physical environirent. 

o Featuring a peer revie,, process desiyned to identify scientific 
weaknesses. 

o Suffering fran lack of scientific deucnstration that the issues 
selected for future work are, in any absolute sense, the most important 
ones. It is not clear that these issues would rank at the tq;i of 
Blllti.rrore's environmental probl,;irs if ranked on health risk, either 
collective or individual. 

o The decision making process may be IOClre vulnerable to influence 
by a strong individual or agency that may have a different agenda than 
that which is in the best envirorrnental interests of the whole cctnm.1nity. 
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x. THE SANTA Cl.ARA VALLEY S11JDY* 

A. Overview of the ProJect 

The I~, as derronstrated throogh the Santa Clara Valley study, 
represents an effort to create an innovative process of integrated 
envirorrnental management and education. The task of Phase I of the study 
was to identify and COl1\)are pot~ntial human health risks attrib..ttable to 
various pollutants, sources, and exposure pathways. The results of Phase 
I are to assist Federal, state and local goverrnental officials, as well 
as firms and individuals, in settio;i research and regulatory priorities. 
Phase I was also designed to identify pollutants, sources, and exposure 
pathways for which limited data exist. 

An important goal of the study, as viewed by the IEMP staff, has 
been to integrate scientific information and public poliCY making and to 
improve public canprehension of acceptable risk. The study, according to 
the IEMP staff, ....:JUld be considerod successful if it croated a "legaCY of 
an envirornental rnanag~nt process." According to the involved parties, 
hONever, the structure of the integrated envirorrnental management process 
in the Santa Clara Valley is still very fragile. 

The IEMP has helped to reduce public conflict between the different 
organizations and increase understanding of the capabilities and limitations 
of each organization. Thus, the IEMP has contributed to :improved can
munication among rnenbers of the CCillll\Unity organizations and encouraged. 
than to share information and resources. The IEMP also encouraged a 
public realization that there is a CClll!11Unity responsibility regarding the 
toxic waste problan. 

B. General Review Ccmnents 

The methodological aspects of the Santa Clara Valley study are 
relatively simple and approximate; this is ccmnensurate with the objectives 
of a screening study. The study uses numerous simplifying assumptions, 
most of which overestimate the risks. Under this appn:iach, most potential 
problems (with the exceptions noted in Section 3) co;ild be identified. It 
is also possible that many less serious probleitS could be identified in 
the preliminary cont<illinant screening process. 

The SubcCllllllittee's greatest concern with the st:Jdy occurs at the 
point when it goes beyond the screening efforts of Pr1ase I. For the =st 
part, Phase I identifies probleitS determined by uppe~ bound analyses that 
are subject to considerable uncertainty. The uncert~inties occur principally 
in the areas of exposure and toxicity (potenCY). It is important that 
these two factors should be neither ·;inderestimated noc grossly overestimated 
prior to analyzing risk management options. Therefore, the uncertainties 
associated with exposure and toxicity estimates should be clearly identified 
and, to the extent possible, quantified as soon as µ)ssible in the course 
of the Phase II work. 

* Subcanmittee members contributing to this section of the report 
included Dr. Cohen, Dr. North and Dr. Wyzga. 
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Making appropriate risk management decisions and setting research 
priorities (as in Phase II) can only be accanplished with foresight of 
the type anci,magnitude of uncertainties involved in the risk assessrrent 
process. 'lbese efforts require !!Dre sophisticated tools than those 
employed in the Phase I study. 

Local authorities appear to take the study results regarding health 
risks literally. For example, the screening results of Phase I were 
misinterpreted by several members of the Public Advisory and.Intei:govern
mental Coordinating canmittees. 1hese persons implied that potential 
effects (presumably upper txxmds) were best estimates. Therefore, !!Dre 
care is needed in presenting as ""'11 as in deriving results. 

C. Sources and Contaminant Selection 

Cne of the important objectives of the project was "to evaluate 
and ccrnpare the health dsks ••• fran toxic pollutants in the envirortnent." 
Given this objective, the consideration of sources may be too limited 
because the pollutants considered, and their sources, are lai:gely based 
upon incomplete aata bases from a single medium. A truly integrated study 
n..eds to go further and ensure that all relevant pollutants are considered. 
1he study made a reasonable effort in its initial ccripilation of chanicals; 
sane, hcwever, were dropped fran further consideration due to lack of 
existing rronitoring data. ~~rther !!Dnitoring efforts may be advisable 
in, or prior to, Phase II to ascertain whether these chanicals are present. 
Consideration might also be given, in or prior to Phase II, to the trans
foonation products of sane of the chanicals initially identified. 

CXle way of testing the comprehensiveness of so.1:.-ces is to examine 
exposures predicted fran source levels and to ccrnpar•.i these with rocmitored 
concentration levels. Discrepancies could indicate JX>r source inventory 
or less than adequate rrodeling. The discrepancy no•:.od for benzene, for 
example, may be a clue that source estimates for organics emitted to the 
air are lcw. The study also assumed that chlorinated hydrocarbons do not 
degrade, despite strong evidence that 1,1,-D::E and vinyl chloride were 
detected where no likely sources were identified. T~e rationale for and 
implications of this assurrption should be clarifiea. 1his suggests that 
canparisons of exposure !!Dnitoring and modeling should be undertaken in, 
or prior, to Phase II. Finally, source-receptor modeling is a viable 
procedure that shwld be been taken to assess the s L,pif icance of variws 
sources in relation to Phase II. 

D. Contaninant Transport 

l) Grwnd water 

The Phase I analysis assumes that the major clay confining layer is 
impei:m=able and that contaminants can !!DVe past this layer through conduit 
wells. This assumption relies on: 1) limited rronitoring data indicating 
that contaminants have not yet reached the lcmer aquifer through the clay 
layer, and 2) on judgrrents of individuals consulted by the project managers. 
Hence, the study suggests that ground water contamination is limited to 
the upper aquifer. The study does state, hcwever, that cracks or fissures 
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in the confining layer separating the upper and lower aquifer can lead to 
a significant exchange of pollutants between the two zones.' Yet, an 
analysis thaj: considers possible contaminant migration through cracks and 
fissures in 'the clay layer was not considered in Phase I. Consequently, 
quantitative estimates of the t i.rre scale for fut,,u:e contamination of the 
l<:Mer aquifer have not been provided. The above deficiency has been 
recognized in the Phase I report and a recctmendation has been made to 
reexamine the effectiveness of the clay layer in protecti:-r;i the lower 
aquifer (Phase I study, chapter 4, page 92). 

The Phase I analysis assumes that the dispersion coefficient in the 
Santa Clara Valley is similar to aquifers elsewhere. f\irthemore, 
retardation factors for the Palo Alto Baylands have been applied to all 
the hydrologic zones except the southeast recharge zone. Uncertainties 
in nodel prediction associated with the above assumptions, and their 
effect on the risk analysis, have not been clearly addressed. 1here is a 
need to provide better documentation of the various scientific assumptions 
and noctels utilized in reachi:"lg the conclusions regarding the degree of 
gro..ind water contanination. 

Gramd water contaminant transpart models eirployed by the UMP are 
generic rather than site-specitic. Since ground water contamination 
problems are site-specific and require detailed hydrological character
ization in order that contaminant migration be assessed, it is unlikely 
that ~eneric rrodeli:-r;i can lead to nore than a very crude assessment of 
the level of current or future grou.,d water contamination. 

The analysis of future risks fran ground water ';ontamination is the 
rocst uncertain part of the Phase l analysis. In fa<:~. it is unclear 
whether future contamination resulti:-r;i fran continci>•;J contaminant plume 
migration is likely to be higher or lower than the c irrent estimates. 
Thus, conclusions to date may be incorrect. 

2) Air Contaminants 

The characterization of metals and organic particulates was based on 
rough estimates of emissions frcrn a partial accounti~g of a variety of 
plausible sources. The area so..irces were scaled to the Santa Clara 
Valley based on information available in the national literature, while 
paint so..irces were estimated based on preliminary soc<::-ce testirq. The 
estimates of ambient concentrations for particulate ,xganics and metals 
have not been confinned by ra:>deling of the emission estimates. Moreover, 
detailed source estimates specific to the region hav•c not been carried 
out. Sane of the above deficiencies are being addre,;sed by l?hase II of 
the study. 

In the analysis of organic particulates, the st:Jdy assumes that 
data on Benzo(a)Pyrene concentrations fran other cities can be applied 
to the Santa Clara Valley. Altho..igh it may be logic,.>l to scale emission 
~ates based on data for other regions, the assurrptio~ of equivalent 
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concentration levels may be a gross oversimplification. The concentration 
of B(a)P in the atnr:Jsphere greatly depends on the rate of abnospheric dry 
deposition in the t:'E!Qion as well as the effect of rain scavenging d'11'."ing 
rainy periods. It would have been rrore appropriate to estimate the 
concentrations of organic particulates based on multi-~dia transport 
mxlels driven by estimates of sources in the area. The second assumption 
employed was that the ratios of total su$pended particulates to polyararatic 
hydrocarbons fran other cities can be applied to the Santa Clara Valley. 
Both of the above ass~iptions have not been substantiated, and the degree 
of uncertainty is unclear. The uncertainty' in the PAH estimates is at 
least t'llU orders of magnitude and, for B(a)P, presumably even greater. In 
order to clarify the quantitative risk estimates, the uncertainty in the 
estimates of B(a)P exposure and toxicity should be discussed. 

Future r1Pnitoring of organic particulates should include the deter
mination of particle size distrib..Jtion, and the size distrib..Jtion of the 
relevant organics within the aerosol phase. Such infot:mation is necessary 
in order to assess the rate of dry and wet deposition of particulate 
organics. 

E. ~xposure and Health Risks 

Estimation of chronic health risks for many toxics derive fran total 
exposure and, thus, the consideration of incremental exposures could be 
misleading. This is less of an issue for carcinogens where ITDst canrronly 
used dose-response curves are linear at levels where exposure occurs; 
hence, incremental risk is relatively independent of the baseline exposure, 
This is not the case, however, foi:: systemic toxica:\':'.l whei::e the estimated 
exposure may be less than an assumed threshold levee ~t which effects 
occur. Wlen the estiliated exposui::es are added to e,,Dsures fran all 
sources (such as indoor, occupational, or other sou~ .:es not considei::ed in 
the study), the total exposure may exceed the thi::es<·,Jld. This is of 
particulai:: concet"n yiven sevet"al estimated concentra~ ions that ai::e neai:: 
the reference dose (RfD). See Tables 3-26, 3-28, 4-13, 4-29, and 5-15 in 
the study. One way to address the above problem is tQ detecmine if 
significa;it indoor oi:: occupational sources ai::e pi::ese:1t foi:: those toxics 
where envirormental levels may be bel°"' (by an appi::oµi::iately chosen 
factor) the RfD level where a concern foi:: adverse health effects can exist. 

The health risk assessments originate largely £'.'·'.:Ill the EPA cancer 
Assessment Group's plausible uppei:: bound potency est~iates, canbined with 
exposure levels estimated fran ITDdels whei::e rronitori·19 data are not 
available. 'Ihe methodology foi:: health risk assessme1t described in 
Chaptei:: 2 of the study foll°"'s standai::d EPA practice for the m::ist part. 
Chapter 2 presents a good non-technical introduction to this methodology. 
In this chapter and elsewhei::e, the st;.idy could be gr,,atly strenythened as a 
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scientific document by including pertinent technical references. For 
example, references should be included for the CH:. methcdol<C>gy and the 
EPA health assessment dOc-'11tents (or similar sources) for all the potency 
and reference dose numbers used in the revised Phase I report. 

'!he limited assessmilnt of non-cancer health effects appears to 
be based only on the reterence dose. It also appears that pressure f:::an 
some of the local participants led the authors to include the discussion 
of non-cancer health methodology in Appendix B of the study, This appendix 
is incanplete. It is unclear hew potency estimates are developed fran 
the data, and table B-1 and subsequent graphs cite unreferenced numerical 
information. 

Given that the assessment of health risks addresses mostly carcinogens, 
the use of average rather than peak exposure levels is appropriate. For 
non-carcinogens, hO;Jever, the question of the acceptable method to measure 
dose over tine can become very imp::irtant. The above approximate approach 
may be adequate (in a Phase I analysis) considering that the objective of 
the study is to identify substances and exposure routes for further 
scrutiny (in Phase II) rathet: than carry out detailed analyses to estimate 
the incidence of health effects. 

Aside fran the above conce~s with the methodology, the Subcctmdttee 
has concet:ns with the disc-ussion of the estimated health risks associated 
with exposure to treated dt:inking watet:. The study concludes that 
"Trihalomethanes (THM) appear: to account for: a substantial portion of 
the total health risks frau sudace water sauces of drinking water." 
Moreover, "different disinfection technologies exist that result in 
different THM levels; thus, THM exposure is potenti,1~Ly controllable to a 
significant extent, Based on data fran the SCV Wate~ Department, we 
estimate that chloroamination reduces 1'HM levels, acu thus t:isks, by 
about 1/3 frau THM levels generated by chlorinatio'1 ,1one," The above 
conclusion is based upon an oversimplification of the water treatment 
issue because it ignores the efficacy and other potential impacts of the 
treatment alternatives. The National Research· COunci.l addressed the 
health effects of disinfectants and theit: by-pcoductq (Drinking Water and 
Heal th, Volume 7 ) , and it appears that these issues • , :::e rrore canplex than 
perceived by the study's evaluation. 

Finally, the Subcanmittee notes that exposures E:::crn indoor air, both 
:::esidential or occupational, were not addressed in Phase I. Also, the study 
di<.1 not consider exposures due to episodic releases ,)t air contaminants. 
Exposures through dietary intake, dermal contact, ancl soil ingestion 
(primarily by infants) were not addressed in Phase I, nor is there an 
indication that they will be considered in Phase II. p.:;; a result, the 
health risks due to exposut"e to PAHs, lead and other: metals via dietary 
intake and soil ingestion will remain unresolved unl<oSS considered in 
Phase II of the study. 
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F. scientific Uncertainty 

Many questions arise regardin<J uncertainty in the risk analysis. 
How do the uncertainties in the source and emission data or estimates, 
transport modeling, expos:..ire and dose-response carves and extrapolation 
procedures prcpagate in the analysis of the health risks? Where uncer
tainties exist, they should be, to the extent possible, quantified and 
carried through the various analyses, and stated clearly in the report. 
This significant part of the analysis was not addressed as fully as 
desirable in the Phase I study. 1he effect of scientific uncertainties 
on priority-setting in Phase II was not considered, and this point should 
be revisited. 

G. COTII1Unication of Scientific Information, and Public Perception 
of the Santa Clara Valley Study 

The role of both the Intergover:niental Coordination canmittee (ICC) 
and the Public Advisory Conmittee (PAC) was to provide the IEMP staff 
with feedback regarding local canrrunity concerns, and suggestions and 
critiques regarding the direction and progress of the study. 'Ihe ICC and 
PAC also provided the forum that facilitated canrrunication and, hence, 
integration of community involvment. 'Ihrough the participation of the 
ICC and PAC, the IEMP staff succeeded in m::>bilizing the cC111Ill.lnity to 
participate in the vario.is stages of risk analyses and risk manageirent. 
The IEMP staff appear to conceive of their role in this study as primarily 
that of process facilitators. This is a considerabl,, departure fr= the role 
assumed by the IEMP staff in the early stages of th'' Phase I Baltiroc>re 
study. 

All parties perceive risk carnrunication to be , 1 important factor in 
the project. Sane community participants interviewee by the Subconmittee 
argued that sane of the underlyiny assumptions regarding the air and 
ground water contaminant transport rrodels and their consequences were not 
clarified to the full satisfaction of the advisory C' . .mmittees. In general, 
however, manbers of the PAC and ICC have expressed e1thusiasm and support 
for the continuation of the IEMP work in Santa Clara even in the light of 
an initially imperfect process. 

A point of great concern to the Subconmittee is that it appears that 
the only independent scientific critique during the }rogress of Phase I 
of the study was provided by the ICC and PAC. Many 1..mtbers relied upon 
for peer review were not trained in the requisite scientific disciplines 
to conduct a thoro.igh review. ~ile it is encouragi:<g that the PAC and 
ICC were concerned with vario.is scientific ass1.U11?tions of Phase I, it 
does not appear that they had much impact on the sci~ntific approach taken. 
For example, suggestions made by the PAC that were n>Jt foll~ by the 
IEMP include: 1) requests for clarification of unceri:ainties associated 
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with risk nl..Cllbers; 2) inclusion of indoor exposure assessment; 3) addition 
of sane key_pesticides to the chenicals evaluated by the IEMP; and 4) the 
request for quantifying the uncertainty associated with the asswrptions 
made in the gro.md water cont<lllinant transport m:xlels. Although the 
participation of the ICC and PAC camnittees helped to tuild in a system 
of checks and balances, they were not capable of providing a rigorous and 
i!tpartial scientific review that would be recognized as such by the 
scientific canrrLlnity. 

H. Synq;>sis of Major Subcomnittee Cctral¥i!nts 

'Ihe task of the IEMP, as perceived by the public, is to identify 
risks to public health posed by exposure to toxic contaminants, to caupare 
the risks from such expos·ures in order to prioritize research and managerrent 
strategies, and to develop alternative approaches that can be used by 
local government to manage such risks effectively. Several expressions 
of this public perception (e.g., as indicated in the Bay Area Monitor 
Newsletter published by the League of W::men Voters of the Bay Area, and 
as indicated by members of the PAC Ccmmi.ttee) note that the I.EMP applies 
the best available scientific kno.iledge and management skills to canpre
hensive, env.irormentally i:elateo public health issues. Consequently, 
despite the fact that risk numbers are highly approximate, they have been 
quoted as absolute numbers. 

The Santa Clara Valley cCl'tU11..lnity depends on the I.EMP to provide 
accurate i:isk analysis. Without the IEMP involvment as the oi:ganizing 
body, it is unclear whether the members of the vad•J.lS state and local 
organizations are likely to comnit resources for a hng-terrn endeavor. 

Phase I of the study could have benef ite<J fran a more thorcx.igh 
process of scientific review during the design and hplerrentation phases 
of the study. The Subcomnittee understands that the IEMP sought to 
enhance local acceptance of the study by using local expertise tut, in 
the future, it may be advisable to also achieve a better balance between 
experts with greater scientific stature for the isswcs under review a:id 
local kn~ledge. These deficiencies are exemplified by the desire expressed 
by some members of the advisory CCITIInittees for having an IEMP team conposed 
of a greater numbei: of scientists as cpposed to polky analysts. 

'Ihe IEMP needs to improve its Phase I scr»ening procedure. 
The identification of pcoblems and detailed analyses in Phase II will 
requice a gceat deal of specific expertise and sophioticated methods beyond 
those anployed in Phase I. The SubcC111Il\ittee also urqes the IEMP to 
better formulate and document the general IEMP assW11ptions and appcoach 
so· that it miyht serve as a framework for other cegions of the country, 
Finally, the Subcc:rnmittee i:ecognizes the advances achieved by the IE:MP in 
canm.inicating i:isk to the [)€lcple of the Santa Clara Valley. 
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XI. DENVER IEMP PROJECT 

Although not initially a part of the review, the Subccmnittee 
believes it is appropriate to include camnents on the design of the Denver 
IEMP project:. !tlch of the infoi:mation presented fran othec studies is 
nCM several.years old, and the IEMP process has undergone significant 
changes in approach, methods and personnel. The SubcCll1lllittee's camnents 
on the Denver study focus only on the overall study design· and process 
described thra.igh a briefing since the study was in the early stages of 
implementation when presented to the Subconmittee. 

Denver is not, in the true sense, a multi-media study. It is not 
designed to track the transport of pollutants. Rather, it is designed to 
identify and evaluate the major e:wirorrnental problems in the Denver area 
frcm varicos rredia, with a clear e!1phasis on air toxics. The specific 
scientific objectives of this study renain vague, hCMever. The non
scientific objectives of the project have been clearly articulated and to 
a far greater extent than in ~ast studies. Managers of the Denver study 
are receiving direct input fran other units of EPA. Hq;iefully, this 
broader participation of Agency scientists will not only improve the 
technical quality of the study, b.It will increase the resources available 
foe the project and improve the utility and long-term impact of the 
findings. 

Through ccoperation with ORD, the Denver project staff currently plan 
to conduct extensive environrrental monitoring. This will decrease the 
need to rely upon historical data files and will provide a mechanian for 
validating transport and exposure models, an element lacking in previcos 
studies. In addition, the staff plan to use models that have undergone 
A;Jency review by ORD or outside scientific grcops. chis will include the 
use of the Agency's published guidelines in conduct i'"J health risk 
assessments. 

Realizing that the value of the study's results may depend upon local 
ccmmunity acceptance, project planning will include extensive state and 
local involvrrent. The importance of effective comrn.inication of results 
is also considered, and will be facilitated by an ev.'lluation of local 
perception of risks as well as a risk education pr0<j~am. 
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UNITEO STATES ENVIFi!ONMENTAL PROTECTION AGO:::NCY 

WASHINGTON, P.C. ~0460 

Dr. Ronald wyzqa 
Chair, Integrated Environmental 

Management Subcommittee, SAB 
Electric Power Research Institute 
3412 Hillview Avenue 
Post Office Box 1041 
Palo Alto, California 94503 

Dear Dr • Wy zg a: 

OFFICE OF 
POI.ICY, PLANNING ANO EVALUATION 

This letter responds to the following request in your 
letter to me of October 3, 1986: 

"(please) outline: 

a) the current objectives of IEMP, 

b) the current organization, 

c) the current modus operandi of the program 
including descriptions of interaction with local 
committees and other groups within EPA, 

d) the major achievements to date of the program, 
and 

e) the criteria by which you feel IEMP should be 
evaluated." 

The panel has frequently expressed concern about 
the changing nature of IEMP objectives and organization 

'your reauest is evidence of that concern. While the panel 
is certainly accurate in its perception of change, to IEMP 
this has seemed like a reasonably natural evolution of what 
was originally a pilot program over the course of the 
last five years. 

I believe it is difficult to understand fully current 
IEMP objectives· and organization without having a sense of 
the history of the program. On the other hand, I want to 
answer forthrightly your request for information. Hence, 
this letter begins with an historical overview of IE~P, 
but you can skip directly to page for response to the 
questions you raise. 
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A. History 

If IEMP were a family, its storv would be told in terms 
of three generations of proqress: the Report of the first 
year, then the ensuinq lengthy hibernation (1981-1982); 
the beainning of the first studies in January, 1983 to the 
Office of Policy Analysis reorganization in April, 1985: and 
from then to now. 

1. ~irst Generation: 1981-1982 

IEMP began as nothing more than an idea that there 
ought to be a better way to integrate EPA's regulatory and 
scientific procedures, particularly as those were changing 
to meet the new challenge in the late 1970's of toxics 
pollution. 

There have been integration programs at EPA since its 
formation in 1970. They were designed around varying initiatives 
which promised better coordination among Agency program off ices, 
especially the air, water, and haiardous waste proqral!IS. 
!EMP began similarly, as sponsor of several task. forces asked 
to recommend improved methods for coordina~ion of chemical
specific regulations and to lncre~se scientiflc consistency. 

But IEMP staff became impatient, rather quickly, with 
integration goals of coordination and consistency. Past 
efforts with this premise had all failed because they seemed 
to ignore a fundamental organizational imperative: the first 
loyalty of an environmental program is to its statutory 
requirements. A program office decisionmak.er, when confronted 
with a request to compromise current procedures for the sake 
of an amorphous larger purpose ("Agencywide consistency"), 
could almost always argue that current practices reflected 
the intent of his program's legislation. Past integration 
programs became, in sum, a lot of talk. (the Office of Program 
Integration, under TSCA at IEMP's inception, had a staff of 
40 and a S4 million budget) and little action. 

So t~e first IEMP task. was to redefine "inteqration." 
We reemphasized the central purpose of the Aqency as the 
reduction of risk. ta human health and the environment from 
pollu·tion. We proposed using quantitative risk. analysis as 
the logical common deno~inator for establishing risk reduction 
priorities among EPA's air, water, and hazardous waste 

.programs, for tracking unintended pollution transfers resulting 
from regulation, and for measuring environmental protection 
progress. We suggested using cast-ef.fectiveness techniaues 
to help select poll~tion co~t~cl tcc~nalogics. And inherent 
in these redef initians was the notion that more efficient 
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integration of environmental functions reauired more centrali
zation of decisionmaking. 

In_practice, the Administrator's Office of EPA has always 
been we.k, though it was not originally intended to be. 
The A11hCommission, whose recommendations structured 
the new Agency, recognized the potential deviS:iveness and 
inefficiencies of an Aqency thrown together around eight major 
statutes with no common charter. The Commission contemplated 
a reorganization of EPA, soon after its formatioh, along 
functional lines. Administrator Ruckelshaus, however, 
during his first tenure, was stymied in his attempt to 
implement that recommendation by the many sub-committees 
of Congress intent on maintaining their jurisdictional 
authority. 

IEMP's early notions, then, required an administrative 
strengthening of the Agency. Integration by_ establishing 
cross-media regulatory priorities and leading to more efficient 
risk reduction assumed the Admini11trator as sole client of 
better management practices, IEMP's job, then, was to provide 
tools the Administrator could use for this more hands-on 
Agency management. 

At the end of the summer, 1981; IEMP wrote and submitted 
to the Administrator a Report proposing substantive and 
management recommendations to enhance toxics CIEMP's mandate 
was not broadened beyond toxics until 1983) integration. r 
am including a copy of that Report with this letter and ask 
.that you take a few minutes to skim its findings. In several 
ways, it represents a halcyonic moment in the history of 
EPA's attempts to integrate its functions. The Report 
was far-reaching. Much more important, however, the Report 
represented the consensus of a review committee consisting of 
the ten managers of EPA'11 major programs. It was an unusual 
moment, in other words, during which significant change was 
promised with broad civil service support. 

Alas, the new Administration saw it as their historical 
"moment,. not our's. They suspected IEMP to be just another 
attempt by bureaucrats to launch a new program; their plan 
was to gat rid of programs. The Report was shelved, and 
IEMP WM'e•aentially disbanded far a year. 

"' . 

2. Second Generation: 1983 to April, 1985 

Toward the end of 1982, IEHP was partially resurrected. 
While the program was given only part of the resources and 
nune of th~ authority requested in the 1981 Reoort, IEMP 
was asked to begin industry and geographic studies. 
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a. Industry Studies 

It is hard, now, not to grimace at some of our 
original naivete, but here, anyway, is the short story of 
Industry Stu<1ies. 

In 1981, it seem~d to be the case that most environmental 
regulation was of point sources in large, and largely aginq, 
manufacturing industry sub-sectors. In sea~chinq for.a way 
to demonstrate the practical management value of quanti
tative tools applied cross-media, a logical taroet was these 
industry sectors. 

The objective of these studies was, specifically, to 
provide the Administrator with a ranking of the pollution 
control technology options that maximized risk reduction 
While taking into account risk transferred by that technology, 
and optimizing for cost-effectiveness. The idea was that · 
that the Administrator could compare this priority list with 
the current regulatory activity affecting the industry being 
studied, jettison program initiatives not on IEMP's priority 
list, and initiate program work on those initiatives that were 
high on the priority list. Assuming that the main business 
of EPA was regulation of these industries, achieving this 
objective would, by our definitions, assure significant 
Agency integration. 

You have been briefed in some detail about how IEMP 
went about these industry studies, In short, we constructed 
large computer models designed to produce cost-effective 
technology options consonant with study objectives. With 
iron/steel, our first real application of the industry method, 
IEMP followed through with recommendations to the Administrato.r, 
including an analysis of the incongruity between priorities 
from the IEMP model and regulatory work for iron/steel then 
underway in the air and water programs. The Administrator 
told IEMP to work out its differences with the affected 
programs. 

IEMP initiated four other industry studies, much in 
the same vein. But by the Spring of 1985, it had become clear 
that these industry studies were serving no qreat purpose; 
they were becoming particularly unsupportable given their 
great thirst for contract resources. 

In sum, the industries approach to integrated environmental 
management did not turn out to be very successful -- for the 
following reasons: 

First, uncertainties, or lack of consensus regarding the 
credibility of quantitative information oossessed by the Agency, 
was even more overwhelming than IEMP expected. IEMP always 
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argued that some information was better than decisionmaking 
based on almost no information at all. 9ut in fact, E?A's 
data bases were so thoroughly suspect that cross-media analyses 
carried' out through huge modeling projects were seen to more 
likely compound error and assumptions to the point of use
lessness. 

Second, data was too limited in many instances, further 
undermining the credibility and robustness ~f the industry 
models. Almost nothinq was known, for instance, about the 
human health risks associated with comrlex mixtures in 
waste dumps. We could not convincingly represent non-cancer 
health effects, nor were there methods for quantitatively 
assessing ecological impacts. Huge as these models became, 
in other words, they were never enough to mirror what others 
suspected were possible effects of pollution. How could 
their outputs, then, be real Agency priorities? 

Third, and perhaps most unnerving, was the realization by 
1985 that only a rather small fraction of EPA regulation 
was addressing the old industry sub-sectors. For a v~riety 
of reasons, regulatory attention had begun shi~ting rather 
dramatically to hazardous waste, pesticides, and other issues 
not easily amenable to industry modeling. 

Fourth, the business end of the industries approach, 
re-orienting regulatory work in the programs, relied too 
much on the Administrator. It required a~ impractically large 
.amount of an Administrator's time to unde"stand and continually 
enforce IEMP recommendations. This shortcoming would have 
been addressed if suggestions in the 1981 Report had been 
implemented. 

From about mid-1984 onward, then, the Industries Sranch 
increasingly shifted attention to policy studies which involved 
cross-media analysis -- sludge, and pesticides, for instance. 
These studies employ many of the techniques of the industry 
analyses: use of quantitative risk analysis to define problems 

·across media and to track pollution transferred by potential 
control options, and cost-effectiveness. And the objective 
of the sludge study, for instance, was to develop a list of 
cost-effective pollution control options ~hich EPA's water 
program would then implement throuqh slud;e regulation. IEMP's 
sludge work, now finished, is being revie.,.,ed by another SAB 
panel, but included as appendix to this l~tter is a recent 
memo from IEMP to the Administrator which conveys findings 
of this IE~P work. 

The original grand vision of IEMP assumed successful 
integration of federal orerations during the first 3-4 years, 
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then a shift of emphasis to reqional, state, and local integrat~on. 
we anticipated that environmental protection would increasinqly 
be carried out throuqh non-federal authorities from the late 
1980 •.s :-onward. We assumed this because it seemed the most 
efficient approach: while gross, ubiquitous pollution 
problems might best be handled through federal regulati~n, 
environmental Problems unique to local areas and driven by 
particular local exposure situations (Houston ship channel, 
Los Angeles smoq, New Jersey waste sites) should obviously 
(it seemed) be resolved through special pollution control 
strateoies tailored locally for that purpose. 

Independent, then, of IEMP's difficulties implementing 
the federal or industries integratfon recommendations, we did 
expect to shift attention over time to local integration 
studies. 

The initial challenge of the geographic approach was to 
translate general concepts -- use of quantitative risk assess
ment applied across media to establish priorities, minimiza
tion of pollution transfer, use of cost-effectiveness to 
help select pollution control technologies -- into a workable,· 
gractical environmental planning and management process at 
the local level. Our work first in Philadelphia, then Baltimore, 
Santa Clara, and now Denver is mostly, as you know, a story 
of trial-and-error leading toward a functional process model 
for local integrated environmental management. 

While it is not necessary to retrace these projects on 
which the panel has already received lengthy presentations, 
it may make sense to summarize several ct the major lessons 
learned from past studies that helped lead IEMP to its current 
model or objectives for geographic projects. 

ll In Philadelphia, we began with a very com
prehensive process for selection of problem chemicals. The 
project compiled a list of about 450 potential chemicals, 
then attempted to generate a data base consisting of all 
available information of those chemicals. The plan was to 
assess the risk for all those chemicals as a first step in 
setting priorities for further study. 

This kind of comprehensive pollutant selection, or 
winnowing process became far too expensive and time-consuming 
given IEMP project limits. Since Philadelphia, we have 
relied far more heavily on the expert judgment of local, 
regional, and federal officials involved in the project for 
initial definition and selection of problems. This means, in 
particular, that the actual scope of oeographic projects is 
ultimately based on the judgment of IEMP staff, advised by 
local experts and reviewed by local technical committees. It 
also underlines the point that IEMP projects are in no sense 
comprehensive. Instead, they are limited studies whose scope 
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is guided by the following general criteria: 

• 

• 

• 

what seem to expert officials to be the ~ajar 
environmental problems which EPA has the tools 
to further analyze (for instance, we would 
select air carcinogens over a diffuse wetlands 
pollution problem) and which may be possible 
to control using non-federal authorities? 

oroblems selected should encompass more 
than one environmental mediai and 

ideally, problems selected already have a 
data base because IEMP can contribute risk and 
cost analyses far more easily than it can 
provide large resources for data acquisition. 

2) IEMP also learned, in Philadelphia, its first 
lesson about the imnortance of local participation in the study 
process. (This point was driven home to you directly, and 
unfortunately for us, by the statements of Philadelphia 
officials at the July panel meeting.) Local officials must 
not only be involved at every step of !:he ·way. in IEMP projects, 
they must be qiven som~ control over. project decisionmaking. 
The question is: what is the best balance between IEMP and 
local control? 

In Baltimore, IEMP shifted strongly in the other 
direction: th"e Baltimore technical and management committees 
are primarily responsible for substantive project decisions, 
with IEMP staff serving as support to thos~ committees. This 
method too, however, though quite workable in Baltimore, does 
carry some disadvantages. The pace at which unfettered local 
committees analyze and decide, and the resource demands they 
are inclined to make, conflict with bureaucratic imperatives 
at EPA. It is very difficult to support (outside of the 
Office of Research and Development) long, expensive projects 

·Which have few practical interim products. 

Santa Clara seems to renresent the best balance .. On 
one hand, the project emphasizes the broadest feasible com
munity ~articipation in all aspects of work -- an often 
harrowing process, but one which seems to lead to public 
understanding and acceptance of project decisions. On the 
other hand, federal officials maintain operating control over 

·the project durino the first, risk assessment staqe -
thus contributing to efficient delivery of results. The 
balance of control then shifts to local committees during 
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the risk management phase, which is appropriate given IE~P's 
objecti.ve of having local officials take maitimum responsibility 
for re4l!cing pollution in their jurisdiction. 

'".;i'• 

3) To be candid, IEMP is not certain at this 
point about whether and to what eittent projects should employ 
non-cancer health effects methods in selecting pollutant 
priorities. IEMP has encouraged use of this information, because 
it promises fuller understanding of pollution effects in a 
local area, but limits its applicability to the initial 
screening staqe of analysis. There is little scientific 
support, however, for using more than the Agency's RED 
(reference dose) numbers, and for making a qualitative judg
ment about characterization of the risk for local populations. 
Until there is more scientific credibility supporting quanti
tative dose-response relationships for non-cancer effects, 
should IEMP limit itself to the qualitative approach even in 
the initial screening phase of geographic projects? 

3. Third Generation: May, 1985 - present 

Before summarizing recent 
affect IEMP, I should touch on 
during the past several years. 
from the discussion of federal 

orga~izational changes which . 
another aspect of the program 
This aspect is an aside 

and local integration projects. 

To the extent that your panel is interested in knowing 
what IEMP has more generally defined for itself as its mandate, 
it is important to note that the program has or is sponsoring 
many projects related to integration which are not captured 
within the industry/geographic rubric. These projects have 
not formed the panel's review of IEMP to date1 perhaos they 
are unreviewable, at least in a technical sense. Nevertheless, 
ironically, these projects may be among IEMP's more important 
contributions to long-term integrated environmental management. 
Almost all of them are aimed, not at developing practical, 
usable integration models, but at strengthening the credibility 

'of the .concepts undergirding IEllP's approach to integration: 
use of quantitative risk assessment and management techniques-. 

Beloov is a list of the major projects: 

a. Writing all of Ruckelshaus' ~ajar speeches during 
his second tenure, through which risk assessment, risk manage

. ment, and the importance of local decisionmaking were detailed 
and i;iopularized; 

b. ?reparation of Risk Assessment and Risk Manaoement: 
Framework for Decisionmakinq, a primer on these concepts 
over 10,000 of which have been supplied in response to requests 
from a variety of sources; 
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c. Development of new training courses on risk 
assessment anrt risk manaaement, which have been given to over 
1600 environmental employees, media representatives, Congres
sional sCaffers, and others during the past year; 

d. Staffing, for Ruckelshaus directly, the interagency 
Risk Assessment Council: 

e. P<"eparation of EPA's Six Month Report on -Air 
Toxics, which used innovative work done in the Philadelphia 
study on area and other non-traditional pollution sources 
to help define the nature and extent of cancer incidence from 
selected toxic air pollutants in urban areas of the United 
States. Results of the Study also reinfoJ:"ced othe<" IEMP 
assumptions, such as the importance of understanding the 
cumulative risk to an individual from many pollutants and the 
vaJ:"iaoility of exposures among geoqraphic areas; and 

f, Responsibility for directing and staffing the 
Toxics Integration Task Force under Al Alm, which sponsored, 
among other things, the development of EPA's five risk assess
ment guidelines. 

The Office of Policy Analysis reorganization in ~pril, l~es, 
did two things: it i!dcte<i b.a.z;i.rdO•J.S. ~te r.><>licy analysis to 
IEMP, now renamed the Regulatory Integration Division, and 
it led to the imminent demise of industry and policy studies 

_in favor of a purely science/technical supoort Branch. The 
only integration functions now remaininq in the new 
Division are geograohic nrojects. 

Other than the Kanawha project, to be discussed at 
another meetinq of your panel, the major recent initiative of 
IEMP has been the selection of Denver as the next geographic 
project. (IEMP has also hel?ed support and been strongly 
involved in a new Drogram to encourage inteqrated environmental 
management and planning at the State level. That initiative 

·and its implications for the future are briefly described 
at the end of this letter.) This history section concludes 
with a discussion of the criteria IEMP used -- though the 
Administrator made the final decision -- to select the next 
site for a geographic project. 

The criteria were: 

a. A site not in Region III or Region IX, where 
IEMP already has projects. We wanted to proselytize in 
heathen areas; 
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b. a site that appeared to contain a major environ
mental problem, so IEMP would not be wasting significant 
resources on trivial issues; 

c. a site that appeared to have more than one signi
ficant problem, given the premise of inteqrated or cross
media analysisi 

d. a site whose problems, if verified, were control
lable, particularly with ~aximum use of local authorities; 

e. a site in which IEMP could tamke a significant, 
Perhaps unique, contribution through use of its analytic 
tools; 

f, a site at which IEMP would have strong support 
from the Re9ional Office and, hopefully, local officials; 

g. a site at which a reasonably extensive data base 
already existed for the major issues likely to be studied: 
and 

h. a site to which IEMP staff could travel reasonably 
cheaply and easily. 

The final four candidates -- Boston, a county in 
New Jersey, Jacksonville, and Denver -- were all viable. The 
Administrator decided, on balance, to pie~ Denver, presumably 
because of the importance of attempting to address Brown 
Cloud issues and hazardous waste problems at that site. 

s. Current Objectives 2.f ~ Geograohic Projects 

The aeneral qoal of IEMP is to develoo a model !O~ local 
envitonmental management that (1) is inteqrated, to the extent 
that it has an analytically defensible casis (quantitative, 
if ·poss.lb le) f<l.li' establishing pollution r!sk reduction priorities 
across media: ( 2) that takes into account ::;oth cost-effectiveness 
•A9 ~O't~tat for pollution transfer in selecting pollution 
control re~•dies; (3) that can be practically used by local 
offieials1 and (4) that contains an imple~entation process 
which maximizes the potential for broad public understanding 

.and acceptance of management decisions. 

Specific project objectives are: 

• to develop an initial list of pot~ntially 
significant p~oblems, limited in number by 
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the resources available to the project, for 
further analysis, and based on the judgment 
of the widest possible range of local and 
federal technical experts; 

• to gather data necessary for further analysis 
of these problems, limited again by project 
resources; 

0 to analyze problems on the initial list using, 
to the extent possible, quantitative ~nalysis 
but balancing quantitative uncertainties with 
expert local judgment; 

0 to prepare a report, at the ~onclusion of 
the risk assessment phase, which summarizes 
data and analysis regarding the nature and 
extent of the risks associated with problems 
on the initial list, and which assists local 
decisionmakers in establishing priorities both 
for further study and for control actions; 

• to develop a list of potential pollution 
control options for priority problems not 
already being addressed by local officials, 
and then assess the cosc~etfectivenesi and 
pollution transfer potential of those options; 

• to prepare a second report which again assists 
local decisionmakers in selecting soecific 
control actions. These actions should 
employ, to the maximum extent feas:ble, 
local auchoritiesi 

• to secure implementation of report 
recommendations; 

• to develop, from the beginning of the project, 
local technical advisory and manag~ment com
mit tees. The technical committee, at least, 
should be broadly representative of general 
public, as well as technical, interests; 

0 to establish working relationships with these 
committees in which all significant ~reject 
information, analysis, and decisionmaking is 
shared; 

• to transfer the balance of management control 
of the project to the local manaqement committee 
during the second, risk management phase; and 
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0 to provide training in risk assessment, risk 
management, and risk communication to local 
officials as is necessary and appropriate. 
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C. Current O!:'ganization of IE:'.? 

Off ice of 
Policy Analysis 

Reaulatorv Integration Division: 
I 

I 
I 

aus Hazard 
waste Po 

Bran 
!icy 

ch 

staff: 15 
budget: $2M 

I 

Dii:ector 
( O. Beardsley) 

Geoqraphic 
Branch - UMP 

I (S. Na litanol 

staff: 12 
budget: SL 3M 

'-----

- · Snecial Asst. I 
(P. W;ems) 

I Clerical I Staff 

I 
Technical 

Assistance Br· 
(T. ) 

staff: 6 
bJdqet: SSOOK 

(includes 
Dr. Perlin) 

I 

Geaoraphic (IEMP) Branch: 

Santa Clara 
Project 

, (K. Hinman) --------
Budget: S350K 

I -1 Clerical Chief 
(S. Napolitano) 

-------
\ _st_aff_ 

I 
Saltirrore 
Project 

( J. Chamberlin) 

1-B:d~e~:-S~S~K-
/ ______ , 

I 
I I 
Kanawha Project 

(Region III, 
__ £·-~l--

Budc;et: $ lOOK 

I 
Cenver ( 
Project 

(K. Llovd l I 
-----~--1 

Budget: SSOOK I , _____ ! 

SOme technical supoort is provided ta the Gecqraphic projects by staff members 
in the Technical Assistance Branch. 
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D. Current Modus Ooerandi of IEMP 

The objectives of our interaction with local committees for 
!EMP pr();jects are listed above. I assume that details of these 
interactions, and IEMP's effectiveness in structurino and managin<; 
this process, have become clear to those members of the panel 
who were involved in the site visits to Baltimore and Santa 
Clara. 

IEMP does not c~rrently have any standino arrangements 
with other grouDs within EPA for review or comment purposes. 
Our usual procedure is to call upon individuals within program 
offices for technical advice or review on a particular issue 
within a geographic project -- staff have had hundreds of con
versations and meetings of this type during the past several 
years. Occasionally, ~ore formal advice/review processes are 
established for a specific purpose, such as the recent workshop 
sponsored by the Off ice of Research and Development on the pro
posed air monitoring plan for the Denver project. The committee 
established for the six-month air toxics study is another example 
in which members from OAQPS, ORO and OPPE participated in 
the study from its inception. 

IEMP has considered several times the idea of developing 
a for~alized OP.O review group for geographic projects. We 
have always decided against this. h"'cause ORO has never been able 
to dedicate its aw.11: "S-eientists to IEM!> work. Instead, we 
established the local peer review panels for Baltimore, Santa 
Clara, and now, Denver. 

E. Ma;or Achievements of IEMP 

It would be convenient, if not appropriate, to be able 
to take credit for' much of the work done in the Agency during 
the past several years to expand the understanding and credibility 
of key concepts su~porting IEMP's approach to integration: 

.management uses of quantitative risk assessment, for instance. 
It is certainly the case that IEMP has performed a service 
in this area through its non-routine activities, and in 
particular for ensuring that requlatory proposals by Agency 
program offices take into acocunt the potential for mere transfer 
of pollution to another media. 

For specific accomplishments, I asked my staff to list 
what they see as the benefits of the local geographic projects. 
Rather than summarize their responses, I am including their 
memos to me as an aooendix to this letter. I think they convey, 
directly if not impartially, an "in the field" sense of the 
utility of i;;:pro·;ed ;:ipproaches to local environmental management. 
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F. Criteria Bv Which IEMP Should Be Evaluated 

I think just two questions, now, are important. 

1. Has IEMP developed an analytic and process model, as 
defined by current objectives, which will assist local officials 
in better management of their environmental problems, and is 
!EMP's approach practical to implement? 

2. Based on your review of the Baltim'Ore and Santa Clara 
projects, is IEMP using scientific and other analytic techniques 
approrriately and effectively? In a related matter, what would 
you recommend regarding future methods for research on and 
use of quantifying non-cancer health effects? 

G. IEMP In The Future 

IEMP was never intended -- by the Agency or by the Office 
of Management and Budget -- to be a permanent program. Policy 
offices traditionally do not manage line functions over the 
long term. Hence, there has been an increasingly iltllllediate 
expectation that IEMP would become "institutionalized• or 
taken over as a regularized function o~ another office. To 
that end, we began participation several years aqo in a State 
Pilots Program (SPP). This year, we are assuming responsibility 
for that program; heginning next year, it will replace local 
projects like Baltimore, Santa Clara, and Denver as the pri
mary focus of IEMP. Subsequent funding =or IEMP will diminish 
as we expect EPA's regional offices and the States to take 
responsibility for integrated environmental management. 

SPP began in 1984, under the sponsorship of EPA's 
Office of Regional Operations, as a limited experiment in 
assisting the States to develop integrated data management 
and environmental pollution mapping functions. Since 1984, 
IEMP has been providing partial supoort -- funds and 
staffing -- for this initiative. Durin.g the past year, 

· IEMP has encouraged a stranger emphasis en States' use of data 
and risk/cast analysis techniques, ~s well as practical use 
of these. tools in environmental decisionmak.ing. In other words, 
IEMP has increasingly viewed the SPP as a vehicle for imple
menting -IEMP objectives at the State and ~egional levels. 

This year, SPP will again be a limit~d effort. Final 
funding and objectives are still under review by the Admin
istrator, but we will probably fund small (about SlS0,000 apiece) 
demonstration projects in Region IV -- Kentucky, Georqia and 
the regional office itself. These projects will reflect 
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our experience with IEMP local projects and the Office of 
Regional Oi;lerations' cast work wit!'\ the SPP. 

Thank you for allowinq me to respond to some of your 
concerns reqardinq IEMP. I look forward to seeing you again 
at the panel meeting in December. 

Enclosures 

Cordiallv, 
A .... ., 

J:.k. &..'!.c.::Y [..f 
Dan Beardsley 
Director 
Regulatory Integration Division 



UNltED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. 0 C 20460 

Honorable Lee M. Thanas 
Administrator 
u. s. Envirormental Protection F>qency 
401 M Street, s. w. 
Washirgton, D. c. 20460 

Dear Mr. nianas: 

Si\B-OC-87-031 

Appendix B 

oi:-"71Ci;. Of 

THI;; ACl~l"llST1'.IA "f'rJr:l 

The Science Advisory Board's Integrated Environrrental Management 
Subca!llnittee has ccrnpleted its review of EPA's Draft Kanawha Valley Toxics 
Screenin:i Study and is fileased to transmit its tinal report to you. Tue 
Subcamnittee met in public session on March 16, 1987 in Philadelphia, 
Pa., to revie.o the study. D.lrirg March 11-13, 1987, three representatives 
of the Subcamnittee visited the Kanawha Valley to becom3 nore familar 
with its environmental problems. 

The Sub-:-:rnmittee unanim::>usly concludes that the Kanawha Valley study:'° 
represents an important COTIPOnent of EPA's overall effort to develcp 
methodologies to define public health and environrental priorities. 
Studies such as this provide valuable technical challenges and experiences 
to EPA staff, particularly those workirr;i in regional offices. And, 
finally, they provide a valuable means for developirn;i closer working 
relationships with state and local officials and th.i general public. 

'Ihis letter is the Subcanmittee's second ccrnr.tunication to you. On 
July 30, 1986 it expressed "many concerns atxlut the ability of the o.irrent 
study to satisfy a number of technical issues. A chief concern is the 
incongruity between [the study's] •••• objectives and the fact that the 
study design itself is not an integrated multimedia effort, nor a response 
to Bhopal." 

Since· the transmittal of that letter, EPA staff have m:xlified the 
study's objectives and technical design, and have conducted supplementary 
analyses to support the revised objectives and desi<,in. In general, the 
Subcanmittee believes that the staff have made ap;;i:-q:ii:-iate responses to its 
major concerns. Tue study i:-eaches a numbei:- of scientifically supportable 
conclusions about health i:-isks frCIT\ cancer in the Kanawha Valley. lhe 
study also points EPA and other interested parties in a direction for 
conducting further analyses of problems related to ~ccidental releases of 
pollutants and acute h~alth effects. 

Specific issues addressed during the Subcamnittee's review include: 
the study's objectives and scope; i;ollution sources; pollution transport 
and fate by media; health effects; risk ccmm.inication; and i:econmendations 
for additional follow-up efforts. Attachment A pi:-esents additional, more
detailed recomrendations for nndifying the current study and future 
activities in the Kanawha Valley. Attachment B lists the Subcamlittee 
members. 

···~ 
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In general, the SubcclTimittee views the Draft Kanawha Valley Toxics 
screenirg StudY as one St<l(? of a contiruirq process to assess risks. TI1e 
current study addresses chronic health exposures to carcinogens which 
represent one of many public health concerns in the Valley. As a foll~-up 
to the current study, the Subcamnittee rec~nds two additional steps 
that include: 

o Expanded rronitorirr;i of air toxics, and use of monitored values 
to obtain more precise estimates ot exposure and health risks. 

o Greater focus on accidental releases and fugitive emissions as 
areas of public health concern. 

'l'he Subc=ittee appreciates the opportunity to conduct an independent 
scientific review ot these i..rnp<:>rtant public health issues in the Kanawha 
Valley. We re<,juest that ~PA formally respond to c.ur scientific advice. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Ronal<i Wyzga, Chairman 
Integrated En~irorurental 

Management Subcanmittee 
SCience Mvisory Board 

u~ ~J~ 
Norton Nelson, Chairman 
Executive Ccrrn'\ittee 
Science Mvisory Board 
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U. S, E:NVIRONMENTAL PRCITECTIOO l>JJENCY 

NOTICE 

This report has been written as a part of the activ1t1es of 
the Science Advisory Board, a public advisory grcup providing 
extramural scientific info::rnation ~nd advice to the Administrator 
and other officials of the Environrrental Protection Pqency. 'Ille 
Board is structured to provide a balanced expert assessment of 
scientific matters related to problems facing the Pqency. n-tis 
report has not been reviewed for approval by the Agency, and 
hence the contents of this report do not necessarily represent 
the views and policies of the Environrrental Protection Agency, 
nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the Federal 
government, nor does mention of trade names or ccrrrrl'!rcial products 
constitute endorsement of reccrmrendation for use. 



Study Objectives and Sc'?E.':. 

The objectives of the Kanawha Valley study are limited, but reasonably 
well....:tefined. In rrcst instances, the study seeks to derive an upper bound 
for the health risks associated with aichorne carcino;;ens tor which 
EPA's Cancer Assessrrent Group has derived potency estimates. Other 
potential carcinogens are minimally considered, and the health risks of 
non-carcinogens, including those risks associated with the accidential 
release of chemicals such as occurred at Bhopal, are not considered, 
Hence, the health assessnent of airborne toxics is far fran c~lete, but 
this is clearly articulated in the study report. Available resources did 
not allOlol a more canprehensive assessrrent. 

The study attaupts "to develqi a sense of potential public health 
concerns" associated with carcinogens in drinking water, surface water 
ard hazar<:J<:us wastes. The eftorts are not rnultilreO.ia efforts, but mediUl!l
specific efforts based upon very limited data; thus, conclusions fran 
these efforts are subject to considerable uncertainty. 

Sources 

The air analyses depend very heavily upon an emissions inventory of~ 
sane 450 substances developed by the West Virginia Air Pollution Control 
Canmission (APCC). The inventory is as extensive and canprehensive as 
any other available information. Nevertheless, there exist sane 
uncertainties in the inventory, particularly with respect to fugitive 
emissions, which the study identifies as a major c;our:ce of health risk in 
sane Kanawha Valley camnunities. The possibility that the inventory is 
incanplete is also suggested by the fact that ethylene oxide was not included 
for either the Belle or Nitro CO!lllllnities despite ~ome limited monitoring 
evidence that it may be present. If a c~nd was not in the inventory 
it was not included in subsequent EPA modeli.rg. This discrepancy underlines 
the need for includiny ethylene oxide in future rronitoring programs. 

The drinJ<irg water and surface water analyses depend upon monitored 
levels of toxics in water supply systens and fish fillets, respectively. 
Data are limited to a subset of all public water <;uppliers, with no private 
well San{lles, and to a very small number of fish sa.'11pled fran only one 
location for a very limited number of toxic substances. The hazardous 
waste inventory is based upon a priority pollutant screening of inventories 
for a subset of RCRA and potential CERCLA sites. ~10 information was 
available on the total quantity and overall canpos,tion of toxic wastes 
that may be enterirg surface or 1;round water. For this reason alone, the 
i:esult.; of this part ot the study are, at best, suggestive. 

Transport and Exposure 

The transport models '1Sed in the studies generally appear to be 
congruent with the study objectives. 'Ille air tcansport irodeling addresses 
the concerns of the Subcamnittee in its July 30, 1986 letter, although better 

---
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docuirentat~on of this !!"(ldeling is needed. There is a factor of t111C> 
uncertainty on point source air enissions and another uncertainty of a 
factor of two in dispersion rrodeling. The current m:xleling efforts do 
not address these potential uncertainties, although "wors·t case" scenarios 
should recognize their existence, Drinking water exposure was estimated 
by assumirg that individuals consune two liters of the water delivered to 
their neighborhoods. Similar assUI!ptions are often made in risk assessments, 
The surface water and hazardous waste studies are gr>eatly hanpered by a 
lack of data, maki~J large assUI!ptions necessary to estimate exposure to 
toxics. 

Health Effects 

The study evaluated 20 known or :;uspected cancer causirg chenicals 
fran the West Virginia APCC inventory of l!l)re than 450 carrpounds. The 
Subcamnittee concludes that the current study provides useful information 
on health effects frcrn cancer and environmental loadings of these 20 
canpounds. After finalizing the current study, EPA should conduct additional 
efforts that include: 

o Using the APCC inventory and information on toxicity to evaluate 
the potential health effects of sone of the remaining c~nds.
Of the remaining 430 or so co:npounds, relatively few merit further 
attention, but EPA and APCC should 111C>rk together to identify 
ccrnpounds that need additional evaluation. These sha..lld be 
identified by defining the set of those ccmpounds to which sone 
exi;.iosure·may be likely at knC>11n toxic levels. 

o Broadening the health endpoints of concern to include non-cancer 
and acute effects. Concern about the potential effects frcrn 
acute releases is strong within the canmunityi hence, ·sane 
priority should be given to addressing this issue. The 
methodologies used to address these endpoints require further 
development, particularly in estimating the effects of accidential 
releases. Some fault-tree or alternative analysis should be 
designed to address this possibility. Experts fran other gro.ips 
within the EPA should be enlisted in this e.ffort. 

o Incorporating frequency plots of pollutant concentrations versus 
time, in addition to stating average poll~tant concentrations. 

o Assessing the conversion of reference doses fran the ingestion to 
the inhalation pathway, where reterence dose information tor the 
inhalation pathway is not available. 

o Evaluating whether to develop or use biol<:>gical markers for health 
assessment. 

o Ccrnparing risks frcrn high mass enissions of pollutants with lCM 
toxicity, with low mass emissions ot [.>Ollutants with high toxicity 
as a means to identify priority risk management needs, 
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o Exploring other potentially useful sources of data for canpounds 
of concern, includio;i !!Ono;iraphs prepared by the International 
~C'f for Research on Cancer, Health Effects Profiles developed 
by. the Office of Research and Development, Reportable Quantities 
for hazarda.1s cc:rnpounds and gaining access to infonnation through 
the cat1Itl.lnity right-to-know provision of Superfund. 

camunication of Risks 

The Subcamrittee encourages EPA to continue its·efforts of working 
with officials and citizens of the Kanawha Valley to update them on the 
sources and nagnitude of risks they experience. In particular, EPA should 
seek to further improve its ~resentation of technical infor:mation to 
better enable lay persons to understand the results of technical analyses 
and to ensure it is understooo that the risk numbers reflect upper bound 
estimates. Clarification of the latter issue is also needed in the 
executive si.mnary of the study. 

It is ;important for citizens, scientists and public officials to 
understand that the principal value of the Kanawha Valley study is as a 
screenio;i study of airborne carcino;iens. As the study acknowledges, 
a screening study should strive to ensure that all potential risks are 
identified even at the expense of callio;i attentiQI'\ to risks that subs~nt 
analysis may not confirm, or will be less than indicated in the screenit'lg 
study. Accordio;ily, assumptions in screening studies are conservative in 
nature; asswiptions should be avoided that might cause potential risks to 
be i<JnOred. Within the stated scq;>e of the study, conservative assumptions 
are made; for ex~le, individuals are assumed to ::ie exposed continuously 
to ambient outdoor levels of industrially emitted toxics and upper ba..lnd 
risk estimates are given. I'nere are a tew instances, h~ver, where the 
study did not rigorously pursue conservative assUl'1ptions. These include 
potential uncertainties or omissions in the emissions inventory. ~e 
study suggests that i;:oint estimates ca..tld be too ~iuall (or too large) by 
a tactor of two. For fugitive emissions it could be greater. It is 
important that these uncertainties and their likely direction be clearly 
iirticulated in the report along with a discussion aba.lt whether additional 
scenari03 ai:-e necessary to consider these uncertainties. 

in addition, the air quality rrodels are equally likely to under-and
over predict ambient concentrations. The biases of the rocxiels are fairly 
predictable. Exposures are likely underestimated at the peaks of ridges 
where the river turns and when overlapping rrodels ·,;ere not used. On the 
other hand, the use of the sax m.:xlel prob<ibly ovecpredicts exposure in 
scrne neighborh<XXls on the Valley floor, which are not adjacent to emissions 
sources, Although it is to the study's credit to have implemanted t•NO 
"different rnodelio;i approaches to estunate exposure, further discussion 
in the report is merited on the i;:otential model biases and on their 
implications for the risk estimates. 



Attachment A 

ADDITIONAL RECO>IMENDATIONS TO THE AGENCY 

A. current Repott 

1. 'lhe technical assumptions for the underlyirg transp.::irt models 
should be do<;1J11ented and made accessible to readers of the 
report. 

2. Given the canprehensive nature of the airborne toxic risk 
assesS!lli!nt in contrast to the rudimentary nature of the other 
three studies, it may be desirable to more clearly separate the 
air toxic studies frcrn the others; moreover, the various studies 
are undertaken for differently defined ge()'Jraphic areas. 

3. The risk estimate bounds are probably more clearly defined than 
in rrost similar doo.urents; nevertheless, further clarification 
r:iay be necessary. Cases could be presented as <X rather than the 
number X; attribution of cases/risk bounds by categories (industrial 
sources, fugitive vs. point emissions) should be tt0re carefully 
qualified. Moreover, the conservatism of total case estimates is 
likely to be greater than estimates attributed to a single substance 
because of the joint probability that all substances require 
conservative assu'l1(ltions is lower than that for a single substance. 

4. Parts of Appendix c might be moved to the OOdy of t.'1.e report. 

B. Future work 

1. A major public health concern a!"Org the resiJents of the Kanawha 
Valley is the risk associated with sudden accidental releases of 
airborne toxics. There is an urgent need to address this issue. 
Moreover, the current study addresses chronic health exposures, 
which are only one canponent of the many public health concerns 
in the Valley. A simple first step is to obtain SCi!El index of 
the toxicity of the renainirg ccrnpounds. Infoi:mation sources 
such as Health Effects Profiles, nonographs of the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, Reportable Quantities and data 
obtained fran camiunity right-to-knCM efforts, should be used. 
The preparation of exposure analyses will be C\'Ore difficult as 
potential exposures to var.ia.is lengths of tirl'f.l, including acute 
exposures, are estimated. Methodological hd:;> should be sought 
fran other parts of the ;.gency. 

2. The West Virginia Air Pollution Control Cara;\ission has devel0i,)€d 
an air emissions inventory, but the inventory represents an 
a[,)proximation of <lrnissions Eran stationary c;,)ur°"s' For the 
chemicals of the greatest public health concern, officials should 
undertake further monitoriog to llelp validate the inventory. 
M'lere discrepancies arise, additional efforts will be warranted 
to rrore accurately determine sources and emissions levels. 

·-
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3. lhe hazarda.is waste data considered are ver<f limited. CERCIA 
re;iuirarents can perhaps provide sane useful information. Other 
parts of SPA should be enlisted ~o ill\lrove the source inventor'j 
for these data. !\nalysis of historical operations and land use 
may also be usef.ul to charact~rize the types of chemicals in 
waste sites. 1he fundamental approach to con$ider risk fran 
hazardous waste should be replaced, however, by one that examines 
specific waste sites. 

4. Increased rronitori~J data can aid the analysis of drinking water, 
surface water, and yround water. For chemicals of concern in the 
Valley, such efforts should be instituted to help ensure that no 
major probl'*'5 are overlooked. 

5. Health surveys and rreasuranent of biolo;iical markers cculd prOllide 
some validation of the estimated health profile of the Valley. 
Such efforts will not, however, be useful when incrai>antal risk 
estimates are small. 
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Appendix C 

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGF.MENT PROGR!\M SUBCCMMITTEE 

·°"EN!)l>.S 

l. April 24-25, 1986 

2. July 1-2, 1986 

3. Septanber 18-19, 1986 

4. Decanber 4-5, 1986 

5. March 16-17, 1987 



u. S. E~IRONMENTAL P1'DTECTION AGENCY 

SCIENCE AIJVISORY 80ARO 

INTEGRAI'ED ENVIRCNIENTAL MMOOEMENI' SUB<l:MMITI'EE 

OPEN MEETING APRIL 24-25, 1986 

'Ihursdav, April 24 

9:00 a.m. 

9:15 a.m. . ....... . 
9:45 a.m. . ..... . 

10:30 a.:n. ....... 
10:45 a.m. . ..... . 
11:45 a.m. . ..... . 

12:15 p.:n. . ...... 
1:15 p.m. . ...... 

3:15 p.m. . ...... 
3:30 p.m. ....... 
5:30 p.m. ....... 

Friday, April 25 

9:00 a.m. . ..... . 

11:00 a.m. ....... 
11:15 a.m. . ..... . 

11:30 a.;n. ....... 
12:00 noon ....... 

Openirq Remarks 

Discussion of the Charge to the 
Subcamti ttee 

General Integrated Environirental 
Managerrem: ( IEM) Methodology 

Break 

General IE:-1 Methodology, Continued 

Off ice of Research and Develq:nent 
P';'er Reviews 

Lunch 

Applications of the IEM Metr.o::!ology 

0 Regional Hazardous Waste Pilot 
Project 

Break 

0 Santa Clara Project 

Recess 

Health Scoring Methodology and 
Application 

Break 

~Jcther Discussion of the Su.bccnrnittee 
C~lacge 

S'Jbccnrnittee Discussion and future Plans 

.l\djoucn 

Dr. Wy~a 
Dr. Yosie 

Mr. Bearosley 
Dr. Gruber 

or. Spitzer 

Ms. Deborah Martin 

Mr. Keith Hinman 

Dr. Sue Perlin 



SCIW::E AOIISCRY BCARO 

Integrated Enviror11ental Managerrent Su.bcallllittee 

July l-2, 1986 Q;?ening Meeting 

Tuesday, . July 1 

.~tion: U. s. EPA Region 3 
841 Olestnut Street 
Conference Reem s A 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 

9:00 a.m ••••• Welcone Eron the Regional Office 

9:15 a.m ••••• (\Jening Remarks 

9:30 a.m ••••• Briefing on Planning and Manaqil'IJ 
an IEM Study: Philadelphia as a 
Case Study 

11:00 a.rn. . ... Break 

11:15 a.m. . ... Continuation of Philadelphia 
UM Brief il'IJ 

12:00 noon • • • I Lundi 

l :no p.m. I • • • Continuation of Philadelphia 
IEM Briefing 

2:30 p.m. . ... 9reak 

2:45 p.m. ..... Methodolo;y for Kanawha Valley Study 

4:30 p.m. • ••• 

7:00 p.111. • ••• $ubCamli. ttee Dinner 

wednesday, July 2 

9:00 a.m. .... 
ll:OO a.m. f • • I 

11:15 a.m. .. ... 

Further Discuss ion of the !EM Heal t. 'l 
scaring "!ethodOlogy and Its Applications 

Break 

StatE!nents fr011 the !'ublic 

11:25 a.m ••••• Subcamti.tt.;e Discussion and Future Plans 

Mr. Janes Seif 
Regional l\idministrator 

I:l". Rol'lald Wy>;ga 
I:l". Terry Yosie 

Mr. Dmiel Beardsley 
CPPE 
Mr. Jenn Williams 
CPPE 

Mr. Greene Jones 
Region rrr 
Mr. Dllvid tee 
CPPE 

er. Susan Perlin 
CPPE 



U. S. Envirorunental Protection Agency 
Science Advisory Board 

Integrated Envirorunental Management Subcommittee 
Open Meetin~--Se?tember 18-19, 1986 

Thursday, Septmaber 18 

9:00 a11 

9 :10 

9:45 

12:00 pm 

I: :00 

1:45 

J:JO 

4:3() 

Friday, September 19 

9:00 am 

9:05 

12 :O') ~m 

L :00 

3:00 

Opening Remarks 

Briefing on Objectives of the Denver 
!E..'i Study 

Revisitation of Objectives and Technical 
Design of the Kanawha Valley Study 

Lunch 

Briefing on EPA Internal Review of 
the Baltimore !EM Study 

Subcom11ittee Discussion of Baltimore 
and Santa Clara Valley IEM Studie• 

Subcommittee.Discussion 

Rec~ss 

Opening Remarks 

Further Subcommittee Discussion of the !EM 
H~alth Scoring Methodology 

Lunch 

Or. Wyzga 
!irs. Conway 

Mr. aeardsley 

Hr, Beardsley 
!ir. Jones 

Mr. Weisa111&n 

or. Wyzga 
Mrs. Conway 

Subcommittee Discussion of ?reparing a Draft 
Report and Writing A.•signments 

Adjourn 



U. S, EWIRO~NTAL PROTE:CT!r..t>l l'GENCY 
:>CI ENCE ADVISORY OOARD 

I"'"l'ffiRATED ENllIROM1ENTAL ~EMENT PRCGRAM SUB<XMMlITEE 

December 4-5, 1986 -- Open Meeting 

Locationz, u. s. Environnental Protection Agenq 
401 M Street, s. w. 
North Conference Center, Roan i3 
Washington, D. C. 20460 

Thursday, December 4 

9:15 a.m ••••••• Opening R~rks 

9:25 a.m. Report of the Balti.rrore Working Group 

10:30 a.m. ....... Break 

10:45 a.m ....... Report of the Santa Clara Working Group 

12:00 noon 

1:00 p.m. ....... 
2: 00 p.rn. . ..... 

3:00 p.rn. to 

Lunch 

Report of the Philadelphia Working Grcup 

Information Briefing on the Denver IEMP 
PrOJeCt 

5:00 p.m. ,, •••.• Discussion of Preparing a Subc=1ittee 
Report on the IEMP 

• Structure 
• Issues 
• Strergths al'l:! Weakness 
• Conclusions 
• Recannel'l:!atioris 

.Friday, December 5 

9:00 a.m ....... Slmll!lry of Subcamt.i ttee Fil'l:!irgs al'l:! 

10:30 a.m. ....... 
10:45 a.m. to 

Recatrendations on the Health Scoring 
MethodolaJY 

Break 

2: 30 p.m, •••••• Continuation of Discussion of Prn:iaring 
a Final RP.port on the IEMP. 

2:30 p.m ••••••• Adjou~n 

Dr. Wlj'zga 
Dr, Yosie 

Dr. Brown 

Dr. Cohen 

Dr. Davies 

Dr. Beardsley 
Mr. Napolitano 



U. S. ENVIROllMENTAL PRCYI'ECTION i'GENCY 

Science Advisory Board 

Integrated Envirormental Management Subcanmittee 

(4>en Meeting---- March 16-17, 1987 

Location: u. S. Enviro:1mental Protection Agency 
Region #3 
841 Chestnut Street 
Conference Room #8A 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 

Monday, March 16 

9:00 a.m . ••... welcaning 

9:10 a.m •••••• (4>eni:ig Remarks 

9:20 a.m •••••• EPA Briefing on the Kanawha Valley 
Envii:ornie,.,tal Stcidy 

12:30 noo'1 

1:45 p.m. 
to 

4:00 p.m. 

4:05 p.m. 

4: 15 f>.m. 

5:00 p.m. 

6:30 p.m. 

..... 

..... 

. .... 

..... 
••••• 

Tuesday, March 17 

9:00 a.m. 
to 

12:00 noon 

12:00 noon ..... 

o Overview of the Report 
o Objectives 
o i1ethodology 
o Res'-llts 

Lunch 

Subccrnmittee Review of the Kanawha 
Valley Environmental Study 

Break 

Subccrnmittee Conclusions and 
Reccrnmendations 

Recess 

Subcanmi.ttee Dinner 

Executive Session--Discussion of the 
Executive Summary of the Subcanmittee's 
Draft Report <)E the Integrated Environ
mental Management Program 

Lunch 

Mr. Laskowski, Deputy 
Regional Administrator 

Dr. Wyzga 
Dr. Yosie 

Mr. Napolitano 
Mr. Jones 

1:15 p.rn. 
to 

3:00 p.m. 

Preparation of a Subcanmittee Report •)n the 
Kanawha Valley Enviroruiental Study 




